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Gillmor seeks 
local support 
Candidate visits GOP leaders 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
State Senator Gillmor BG News, Alex Horvath 
State Senate President Paul 
Gillmor with Wood County Re- 
publican leaders yesterday 
morning to gain support for his 
bid to be the party's nominee for 
governor after the May 5 pri- 
mary. 
Gillmor, whose District 2 seat 
includes Bowling Green and his 
home of Port Clinton, is still in 
the race unofficially, but the 
senator wasn't hiding his plans 
during this stop of a three-week 
tour of Ohio. "This is not an 
official announcement, but I'm 
running," he said. 
After talking with party faith- 
fuls during a continental break- 
fast. Gillmor spoke to a group of 
30 about his bid to become Ohio's 
next governor, charging Gov. 
Richard Celeste, a Democrat, 
with mismanagement of state 
!;overnment and ineffective 
eadership in handling the 
state's economic problems. 
"We've had more scandals in 
this administration than in any 
administration in Ohio history/' 
be said, citing what he said were 
unethical bidding practices by 
the administration among other 
scandals. Gillmor said It took 
the Republican majority in the 
state Senate to bring those scan- 
dals to light. 
OHIO'S ECONOMY is also 
suffering from Celeste adminis- 
tration policies, be said, with 
Ohio ranking among the highest 
unemployment in the country 
and toward the bottom of the list 
in retaining and attracting busi- 
nesses. This has resulted in 
many people leaving Ohio, he 
continued. 
"The state of Ohio has the 
highest level of out-migration in 
the country," he said, citing 
statistics showing 300,000 people 
having left the state in the past 
four years. 
While retaining a Republican 
majority in the state Senate, 
gaining more seats in the Demo- 
crat-controlled House and get- 
ting a Republican majority in 
the state Supreme Court were 
important, defeating Celeste 
topped his list for the party. 
"Number one, we need to get 
new leadership in this state Dy 
retiring Dick Celeste," he said. 
Gillmor continued to down- 
play the intra-party rivalry with 
former governor James Rhodes 
and state Sen. Paul Pfeifer, 
from Bucyrus, also seeking the 
party's nomination. 
"I'm not running against Jim 
Rhodes," he said discounting 
Pfeifer's candidacy, adding the 
campaign is "for Gillmor, for 
Ohio and for the public. 
"We're running against Dick 
Celeste," he said. 
He said his campaign will 
focus on getting his record 
known, including getting a 20 
percent income tax decrease 
passed and making education a 
priority in the bi-annual state 
budget. 
County emergency phone system possible 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
A committee of elected officials and 
county citizens has been formed to 
investigate the possibility of installing 
an emergency dialing system for Wood 
County. 
The system, which would make call- 
ing emergency services as easy as 
dialing 9-1-1, would have four to five 
computerized answering stations 
throughout the county to relay emer- 
gency calls to the police or fire depart- 
ments, according to Marilyn Baker and 
Leonard Stevens, Wood County com- 
missioners. 
The committee is headed by Stevens, 
Bruce BelLard, mayor of Bowling 
Green, and Richard Britton, chairman 
of the Perrysburg Township Board of 
Trustees. Nine others have been named 
by them to be on the committee to look 
into the costs and technical aspects of 
the system. Members will meet for the 
first time Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
courthouse. 
BUT EVEN if the system is approved 
by the committee, it will not be opera- 
tional for one or two years, Stevens 
said. 
The system may also need the appro- 
val of Wood County residents, but Com- 
missioner Baker said she wasn't sure 
about the procedure for approval. 
The county is looking into the "en- 
hanced" 911 system which would pin- 
point the location of the call and display 
the address and person's name on a 
monitor, Baker said, which is more 
expensive than the regular system. 
The county had considered devel- 
oping the program earlier this year, 
but costs were prohibitive and the issue 
was dropped, she said. The commis- 
sioners decided to look into the issue 
again after the Ohio Legislature passed 
a law this summer by which the state 
will help with the initial costs of the 
program. 
The law provides up to a total of $15 
million to telephone companies by giv- 
ing utility excise tax credits for instal- 
the   systems,   according  to  a 
for the PublicUtilities 
don of Ohio. 
The spokesperson said local govern- 
ments would be responsible for main- 
taining the answering points once 
installed and telephone companies may 
charge 20 to 30 cents a montn per phone 
for their costs. 
Baker said the four relay stations 
would cost about $80,000 to $100,000. 
Recurring costs would cost local gov- 
ernments an estimated $400045000 a 
year. 
Maxine Allen, University telecom- 
munications services coordinator, said 
she has not been contacted about the 
system and didn't have any idea how 
the system would be linked to the 
University's system. 
Egyptian airplane 
carrying hijackers 
reportedly in Sicily 
ROME (AP) - An Egyptian 
military airplane carrying the 
four Palestinians who hijacked 
an Italian luxury liner and said 
they killed an American arrived 
in Sicily early today, Italian 
officials said. 
A spokesman for the office of 
Premier Bettino Craxi, speak- 
ing on condition of anonymity, 
told The Associated Press that 
the aircraft had touched down at 
Sicily's Sigonella airport, a 
NATO base near Catania, at 
12:30 a.m. (7:30 p.m. yesterday 
EOT). 
"Yes, all the terrorists are on 
board,'1 be said, adding that it 
appeared the plane would not be 
leaving any tune soon. 
He said the EgyptU 
was escorted by U.S. 
aircraft, but he did not know 
bow many. A NATO spokesman 
contacted by telephone said be 
had no immediate details on the 
landing. 
An Italian government 
statement said President Rea- 
gan had asked Craxi to let the 
plane land, and Craxi agreed, 
the Italian news agency ANSA 
reported. 
Craxi's spokesman confirmed 
to the AP that he received a call 
from the White House, but did 
not know what was said. 
ITALIAN NEWS agencies 
quoted Foreign Ministry sources 
as saying there had been several 
communications between For- 
eign Minister Giulio Andreotti 
and Egyptian and American of- 
ficials. 
Earlier yesterday, Italian 
news agencies quoted unidenti- 
fied sources as saying Italy had 
demanded the pirates be handed 
over for prosecution. They are 
reported to have killed an Amer- 
ican Jew during the two days 
they held control of the Italian 
liner Achille Lauro, with 500 
people aboard. 
Egyptian President Hosni Mu- 
barak had told reporters in 
Cairo earlier that he had al- 
lowed the hijackers to leave 
Egypt on Wednesday night and 
they were the responsibility of 
the Palestine Liberation Organi- 
zation. 
Craxi yesterday said Italy 
would seek the extradition of the 
hijackers after a preliminary 
Investigation. Italian news agen- 
cies, quoting unidentified 
sources, said Italy had asked the 
Palestine Liberation Organiza- 
tion to turn over the four men 
because a murder had occurred 
on an Italian ship. 
Students 'Waite' for tickets 
by Parti Skinner 
staff reporter 
Students began lining up 
about 7 p.m. Wednesday night 
to purchase tickets for the 
Cheap Trick/John Waite con- 
cert, which went on sale yes- 
terday. 
Gail Swanka, University 
Activities Organization direc- 
tor, said she didn't expect this 
sort of One but was pleased 
students were excited about 
the concert and felt the tick- 
ets were worth waiting for. 
Kim Forte, freshman En- 
glish major, said she waited 
in line four hours to purchase 
concert tickets. She said she 
thought ticket distribution 
could have been more orga- 
nized by having more than 
one person selling the tickets. 
"We got really good seats, 
but they could have done it in 
leas time," she said. 
The tickets were first sold 
at the University Union box 
office but at the suggestion of 
Union employees, UAO 
moved the sales to the Grand 
Raiimnm Swanka said this 
was to get more people into 
the building and to allow 
clear walking space for other 
customers in the Union. She ■aid the people waiting have 
been reasonable, and there 
have been no major problems 
with people cutting into line. 
MKE SOLT, associate di- 
rector of the Union, said the 
ticket buyers have created no 
problems for the Union. 
"Most of them are folks 
who are in the Union anyway, 
and we enjoyed having them 
in the building," Solt said. 
According to Swanka, if 
student sales continue to be 
good, there won't be many 
tickets for the general public. 
"The way I've been trained 
in arranging this sort of cam- 
pus concert, you have to de- 
pend on the bulk of the tickets 
going to students," she said. 
The tickets go on sale to the 
general public Saturday at 
record store outlets: Head 
Shed, Boogie, Other Boogie, 
Finders and all three Abbey 
Road locations in Toledo. 
Tickets will not be sold at the 
Union box office this week- 
end, but students will be able 
to purchase them at Finders 
Records, 128 N. Main St 
WTOT in Toledo is the wel- 
coming station for the concert 
and is doing some ticket give- 
aways including a grand 
prize of four front-row tick- 
ets, limousine service to and 
from the concert, and dinner 
for four. 
Swanka said they printed 
5,164 tickets but some are 
being withheld because the 
view is obstructed or the area 
is needed for equipment. She 
said there have been few 
problems with limiting stu- 
dents to purchasing only two 
tickets and if tickets continue 
to sell well, they expect to be 
sold out by Monday. 
Long 'Waite' BG News/Atex Horvath 
Students camped out In the Student Union to be among the first to 
buy tickets for the Cheap Trick and John Waite concert. 
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Record ratings not 
music to the ears 
Tihere are groups to rate movies, but the recent 
pressure to form a group to rate rock-and-roll 
lyrics is taking the cry of common decency too far. 
The Parents* Music Resource Center (PMRC) 
and the National Parent Teacher Association 
(PTA) are two of the groups calling for the labeling 
of albums which may contain offensive lyrics. 
While most major record companies have agreed 
to a warning, "Parental Guidance - Explicit Ly- 
rics," we agree with the music industry that even a 
letter rating of R for Restricted is impractical. 
Although some music lyrics may be too explicit 
for young children, who would decide what is 
explicit and what isn't? The lines would not be as 
clearly defined as they are in movies. 
The PMRC had originally wanted ratings of V for 
violence and D/A for references to drugs and 
alcohol, topics that are commonly addressed on 
prime time television. 
While they may think their call for a rating of R is 
a compromise, we disagree with any type of rat- 
ings. 
It is the parent's responsibility to know what 
their children are listening to. Once children grow 
up, they may make their own decisions on what to 
hear. If they find the music offensive, they don't 
have to buy the album. 
If such a rating were imposed on the industry, 
children would probably become more curious and 
want to know what it is they are not supposed to be 
hearing. This would only make them want to listen 
to the music even more. 
Other requests of the PMRC, such as printing the 
lyrics of "offensive" albums, are also unpractical 
and useless. If the lyrics were printed for parents, 
what would stop the children from reading them? 
How would the lyrics be printed on cassettes? 
The matter of rating albums has already been 
presented for a Senate hearing. Instead of wasting 
more of the legislators' time, more time and 
communication should be spent between parents 
and children in the home. 
Flunkie, not pharaoh, of fashion 
by Craig Hergert 
Water tower theater 
by Ellen Bean 
I'm writing this in response to 
the BG News, editorial, "The- 
ater all wet." Perhaps the News 
should have taken the advice it 
gave the city administrators to 
heart. Many of the points in the 
editorial were not very well re- 
searched. 
Black Swamp Players, the 
community theater to which the 
editorial refers, has served 
Bowling Green for 17 years, not 
only as a vital part of its culture 
but as an award-winning group 
bringing much recognition. 
The Players did, up to two 
years ago, operate ana perform 
out of the Veterans' Building in 
Bowling Green City Park. When 
the police had to move into this 
building while their own facili- 
ties were being renovated, the 
Players went on the road and 
scratched for rehearsal space, 
storage space and performance 
space. We did this for two sea- 
sons - over 10 shows - and still 
we continued to win awards 
against community theaters 
whose cities had long ago pro- 
vided them with permanent the- 
ater space. We nave searched 
for permanent facilities and 
hope to have found them in the 
Water Tower. 
However, Black Swamp Play- 
ers would not be the only group 
with access to the space. Meet- 
ings for the city, outside speak- 
ers, the high school theater 
troupe, (perhaps you did not 
know that Bowling Green High 
School does not nor never has 
had an auditorium), and any 
other community group are all 
free to use the facility. 
Not only have the Black 
Swamp Players served this 
community, but also this com- 
munity's most vital resource - 
its children. I have been direc- 
tor of the Players' Young Peo- 
ple's Theatre for three years. I 
nave seen the magic of perform- 
ing in many young faces -' the 
determination they have when 
they take on a challenge - the 
flush of excitement when they 
come off stage floating three 
feet off the ground. These young 
people aren t just learning about 
theater, they are learning about 
life. 
I started out in the Players' 
youth theater when I was 12 
(ears old - it shaped my life -1 
ound confidence I couldn't get 
anywhere else. If the emotional 
side does not appeal to you, let's 
look at this "logically.'* 
The Water Tower was offered 
to different departments in the 
city as a storage space. They 
turned it down. The Parks and 
Recreation Dept. suggested it be 
offered to us. The Fire Dept. 
already has a million dollar fa- 
cility built for them. Do you 
suggest they abandon it? As far 
asthe money yet needed to 
finish turning the water tower 
into a theater, where there is a 
will there is a way. We fought for 
the space and we will continue to 
fight until the facility is com- 
pletely finished. 
One other point of the editorial 
has angered me for some time. 
It states that Bowling Green 
already has several theaters 
and that a community theater is 
not "necessary." How arrogant 
can you be? The University is 
not the center of this commu- 
nity. Life does exist outside of it! 
The many theaters on this cam- 
Sus are available to just that, 
le campus. The University the- 
ater has done some beautiful 
productions but that does not 
discount the Players contribu- 
tion to theater in this city. Many 
of our members, particularly 
the children, could find no other 
place to test their talents. We 
and the University are serving 
two separate groups with quite 
separate needs. 
Bean is the director of Black 
Swamp Players' Young People's 
Theatre 
John Molloy, author of Dress for Success, spoke here Wednes- 
day night, and I went to hear 
him. My going there for a two- 
hour talk on this subject is like Quasimodo spending 15 minutes 
in a make-over salon. 
I've never been a good dres- 
ser. I remember waiting for a 
friend once in a clothing store in 
Minneapolis and having one of 
the salesman ask me not to 
loiter. He was afraid passersby 
would mistake me for a manne- 
quin and think that his store 
stocked what I was wearing. The 
look of relief on his face when I 
left rivaled the one Fred Silver- 
man must have had a few years 
back when he got Supertrain off 
of the NBC lineup. 
I was in rare form Wednesday 
night, too, although I didn't real- 
ize how rare until I got home. A 
belt loop on the back of my blue 
jeans, the one right in the center 
that had been frayed for quite 
some time, had finally come 
loose and was sticking out like a 
little blue tail. I'm amazed that I 
wasn't asked to leave the lec- 
ture. 
You see, Mr. Molloy came off 
as the kind of gentleman who 
can spot a belt-loop tail from 20 
blocks away. So it s a tribute to 
his genteel manners that he 
didn't give me the boot. I'm sure 
that it would have been a fash- 
ionable boot, though, and im- 
maculately polished, if he had 
given it. 
There was only one thing Mr. 
Malloy said that really bothered 
me. He said people who grow up 
in the lower middle class have 
learned to be losers. As someone 
who was raised in this class, I 
deeply resent this remark. How 
dare this man tell me I've grown 
X learning to be a loser! For 
. Malloy's information, I 
didn't have to learn. This is a 
quality that comes naturally to 
me, and I'm not about to give 
credit for it to the lower-middle 
class. A loser, yes, Mr. Malloy, 
but as well a self-made man. 
So there. 
Actually, Malloy did say 
something that I agree with 
completely. He said a good vo- 
cabulary is a key to success! 
This remark pleased me to no 
end because I've lived by this 
principle for years and have 
forced the word sesquipedalian 
into every conversation I've had 
since the sixth grade. I think this 
Letters 
tactic is largely responsible for 
my being in the income bracket 
I'm in today, which, by the way, 
threatens to break into five fig- 
ures any year now. 
Malloy's main point, of 
course, was that clothes make 
the man - or woman, or child or 
pet turtle or invertebrate or 
anything else, for that matter. 
To demonstrate what well- 
dressed people look like, which I 
suppose he felt necessary to do 
for an Ohio audience, Malloy 
showed a batch of slides of 
smart dressers. To demonstrate 
what you shouldn't wear, he had 
several slides that must have 
been taken at the National Con- 
vention for the Color Blind and 
one picture that appeared to be 
of a mannequin in a Minneapolis 
clothing store. 
Malloy used these slides to 
prove that what a person wears 
and how he carries his body 
matter more in the business 
world than what a person actu- 
ally knows. Having seen a top- 
level executive explain in a com- 
mercial that he bought an entire 
company after getting one good 
shave with that company's elec- 
tric razor, I already suspected 
as much. I haven't looked clo- 
sely enough to tell yet, but I'm 
guessing that this guy is one 
terrific dresser. 
The part about carrying one's 
body intrigued me by itself. I'm 
thinking of having a luggage 
handle installed half-way down 
my back to make carrying my 
body a bit easier, especially for 
other people. 
The whole concept of looks 
over talent fascinates me and it 
conjures up some interesting 
images as to what must go on as 
a matter of course in big busi- 
ness. 
Typical business situation: 
Employee: Boss, I might as 
well tell you, because you'll 
learn soon enough. I lost the 
Fultweiler account and the ef- 
fects of this loss are so drastic 
and immediate that the trucks 
are here to move your desk from 
this plush office building to the 
men's room of the Burger King 
across the street. I'll resign 
right now unless you'd like the 
satisfaction of firing me in front 
of the entire company, the cam- 
era crew of Life's Most Emba- 
rassing Moments, and my 
mother, who has a heart condi- 
tion. 
Boss: Uh. what's that you 
were saying, Wilson? I was Just 
admiring your new pinstripe. 
If Malloy is right and image is 
more important than knowl- 
edge, I think it's high time our 
universities redesigned their 
classes to give fashion top prior- 
ity. Let's do away with those dull 
lab coats in biology, for exam- 
ple. And no more pictures in 
history texts of those poorly 
dressed slobs standing in bread- 
lines. These are not the kinds of 
role models we want for our 
students. 
So let's give fashion center 
stage in our curriculum. We can 
start with my field - English. I 
propose that we ask our creative 
writing faculty to rewrite some 
of the works of literature that 
are typically taught on campus 
so that they're applicable to the 
dress for success generation. 
That way we can assign these 
works without feeling guilty that 
they're useless in the business 
world. A list of readings might 
look like this: 
• William Shakespeare, Two 
Gentleman's Quarterlies from 
Verona 
• Nathanial Hawthorne, The 
Minister's Paisley Veil 
• John Milton, Pair of Ties Lost 
• James Joyce, Portrait of the 
Artist, in a Dashing Beige Rain- 
coat, as a Young Man 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the News. 
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Orientation leader 
a positive, fun job 
Recently having been selected 
to be part of the Orientation 
Board, I would like to share my 
experiences. 
I have met many neat en- 
ergetic people and have a lot of 
fun with them as we plan for the 
fall orientation program. Cur- 
rently we have started recruit- 
ing student leaders to be fall 
orientation leaders. 
You can learn many skills by 
being a leader and have fun 
while doing it. Past leaders have 
developed communication and 
interpersonal skills as well as 
more self-confidence. If you 
have had a positive University 
experience share your enthu- 
siasm with new students. 
Come and continue the tradi- 
tion of 75 years of caring! Orien- 
tation leader applications are 
currently available until Octo- 
ber 25th in 405 Student Services 
from 8 a.m.- 5 p.m. Become an 
integral part of a nationally rec- 
ognized program. I still care! 
Heidi Goertz 
721 Off enhauer East 
USG on the move 
Your recent article "USG 
makes request" shows that cer- 
tain members of USG are taking 
a step in the right direction. 
Their move to get the new photo 
ID cards accepted by area busi- 
nesses will make life a lot easier 
for university students. 
Many students don't possess 
(or have lost) a valid driver's 
license, so having the student ID 
pass as a sufficient substitute in 
the community really makes a 
difference. Students would also 
feel more secure if they only had 
to carry their student ID with 
them; if a driver's license hap- 
pens to be lost, it becomes a 
major ordeal to get it replaced, 
but that is not so with the univer- 
sity-issued ID cards. Also, the 
student becomes so accustomed 
to having the ID with them on 
campus (due to the many places 
where it is needed), lif e would be 
easier if he didn't have to worry 
about having a driver's license 
also. 
I would like to commend Matt 
Shull, off-campus USG district 
representative, for the work that 
he has put into the photo ID 
project. He not only made it 
possible for the Bowling Green 
students to have photo ID cards, 
but is now working hard to have 
them accepted in the commu- 
nity. It's nice to have a student 
representative that accom- 
plishes a major change on cam- 
pus and then follows up on it to 
improve the student welfare 
even more. 
Fred Arnold 
Ml Bromf ield 
Melden and the 'Doc' 
don't belong on page 
I would like to know how the 
editors of the BG News can 
possibly allow two columnists, 
the likes of Bill Melden and Doc 
Doherty, to appear on its edito- 
rial pages. Both writers offend 
me - nay, they incense me, be- 
cause of each one's fraudulent 
style. 
Both Melden and Doherty 
have a style that is no doubt 
BLOOM COUNTY 
appealing; I have, in fact, no 
complaints about how they 
write. However, Melden's style 
is a facade hiding his total lack 
of concrete evidence and that 
he's never read anything at all 
about the subjects on which he 
chooses to preach. He simply 
attacks the person, an ad homi- 
nem argument that proves noth- 
ing. The piece on Karl Marx 
simply blamed Marx as the per- 
son for all the world's troubles; 
fully two-thirds of that article 
was nothing but Bible refer- 
ences and silly comments any- 
way. The Darwin piece, with 
comments like "zaniness of 
modern science" and "Darwin 
was hatched" was equally ridic- 
ulous. Neither essay gave a 
shred of evidence that Melden 
has read works by either of 
those thinkers at all. It has been 
my impression for several years 
that a major part of one's col- 
lege experience is in the free 
exchange of ideas; if a student is 
unaware of a subject, isn't it 
right that the student should 
keep his or her mouth shut, and 
ask some questions of experts in 
the field in order to find out 
about a topic? Isn't that why we 
have a library? It is very easy 
for Melden to criticize Marx and 
Darwin, and I'm sure Freud, for 
it is certain he knows nothing 
about them. I am disgusted, 
because the BG News is printing 
such shameful, uninformed arti- 
cles. How can the editors of the 
BG News allow such dribble to 
appear on the editorial pages? 
Now I would like to vent my 
deep disgust for the writings of 
Doc Doherty. Simply put,Tarn 
amazed that he is allowed to get 
away with plagiarism in a col- 
lege newspaper. Mr. Doherty's 
article is simply a collection of 
stolen pieces from MAD Mag- 
azine and Paul Harvey News, 
among others. Haven't you ever 
wondered who all of those 
"friends" are? I demand that 
you, the editors of the BG News, 
confront Mr. Doherty and ask 
him where he gets his material. 
I seriously wonder if he is clever 
enough to make the stuff up 
himself; I do know that his 
weekly prescriptions are laden 
with stolen material. In last 
week's column, he made a joke 
out of criticism of his sophomo- 
ric attitude; I would like to ask 
Doherty when he will ever grow 
up. 
I am ashamed for Melden, 
Doherty, and the editors of the 
BG News; the students on this 
campus who relish the free ex- 
change of ideas deserve far bet- 
ter than uninformed ad 
hominem attacks and plagiaris- 
tic work in their college newspa- 
per. 
Mark J. DelMaramo 
English Department 
SIS University Hall 
by Berke Breathed 
wmWM&'KS, 
potmsYA comi 
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Group debuts on MTV 
Band attempts to climb out of 'basement' 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
High Society, a band including 
two University graduates, is try- 
ing to reach the top through the 
basement. The band wul be 
competing in MTV's "Basement 
Tapes" at 10 p.m. on Sunday 
with their video, "Read my 
Lips." 
"Basement Tapes" is a con- 
test in which unsigned groups 
compete for prizes and a major 
recording contract. Viewers 
vote on the bands by calling a 
special 900 number. 
High Society is composed of 
Jeff Kerscher, who sings and 
plays synthesizers and guitar, 
Steve Edwards on bass guitar. 
Rick McClain on drums and 
John McAfee, with guitar and 
vocals. 
Kerscher and Edwards, the 
only original members of the 
band, played in a group called 
The Wall Street Band while they 
were students here at the Uni- 
versity. In 1979 they started 
High Society and played at some 
UAO Coffeehouses and at local 
night clubs, Kerscher said. 
THE BAND opened for The 
Busboys when they performed 
here last year and have opened 
for headllners such as Donnie 
Iris, Rare Earth and Mitch 
Ryder. They have also played in 
night clubs throughout the Mid- 
west. 
The band released a single 
called "Half a Chance" while 
still at Bowling Green and has 
just recently released a five- 
song extended play record. 
The band does all its own 
management and booking, but 
Kerscher said it plans to sign 
with national management soon. 
Kerscher described the band's 
music as modern pop/rock. 
"It's mainstream top 40 ... 
hopefully," he said. 
He said their music style is 
comparable to artists like Hall 
and Oates, Howard Jones and 
Duran Duran. However, be 
added, they are "not as bubble- 
gum as Duran Duran." 
The band writes most of its 
music using computers. 
Kerscher said the computers 
make writing good songs faster 
and more efficient, but that the 
songs were not "assembly line" 
music. 
THE BASIC advantage with 
computers, he said, is that they 
allow the band to try a lot of 
different things in a much 
shorter time, and they make 
things go more quickly in the 
recording studio. 
The band has 25 new songs, 
which Kerscher said is impor- 
tant because a problem with a 
lot of new bands is that they 
have good songs for a first al- 
bum, but then cannot follow it 
with a second quality album. 
Kerscher said that he does 
most of the writing, and McAfee 
contributes some. He added that 
he does most of his writing when 
be is in a relaxed situation, such 
as driving or taking a shower. 
"There's been so many times 
I've run out of the shower to 
write down lyrics, dripping all 
over the paper," he said. 
The video "Read My Lips" is 
filmed on stage with tight shots 
and good editing, Kerscher said, 
adding that the band wants to 
use it as a tool to help people get 
to know the band members. 
They are currently working on 
another video for their sons 
"One in a Million," which wul 
combine concert footage with 
some conceptual work, 
Kerscher said. 
_..    . Friday/Joe Phelan Nighty, night 
In the Delta Zeta hous«, Jane Maschari. junior elementary education major, gets tucked in by members of 
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. Doug Ho, (right) senior accounting major, reads Dr.Seuss's "The Ear 
Book," as she and Brian Holt, freshman music major, listen. For the cost of only one dollar they 
provided a tuck-in, a bedtime story and a goodnight kiss. The fraternity performed over 100 tuck-ins 
this week as a fund-raiser. 
the weekend's finally here! 
CefotA. 
113 Railroad St. 
Bowling Green 
Ohio 43402 
'■ 
.    ' 
30% OFF 
ALL REGULAR PRICED 
JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES 
-4 DAYS 0NLY- 
N0W THRU MONDAY. OCT. 14 
CHECK OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
Barney s 
Video 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Topes 
Collo<t 9 stais and get FREE move'     #•••* 
HELP BIG BARNEY CELEBRATE HIS 1" 
ANNIVERSARY OF THEIR SOUTH MAIN STORE 
j VIDEO   OOt 
■4   RENTAL ZLlr Thru Oct. 13* 
VIOEO RECORDER GET TWO MOVIES AND RECEIVE 
OF POPCORN 
SS oH iMinbarahl* with thlt ad 
10*3 N. Main St., l.O. 334-1401 ■■■■■■■ «AJ 
Mo.   So.   Ifrf.fe..  11-9 r I   1   1   Hit    f 
■zzzzza. 
Laurie & Justin 
June&Mike 
Sherie&Todd 
Nancy&Eric 
Suzy&Brooke 
Sue&Scott 
Meghan&Scott 
Darby & Lany (Bud) 
Tracy & BID 
Me&Herman 
Jennie & Jeff 
Jodi&Jeff 
Lara&Musdes 
Beth&Tom 
Lori&Alex 
Jennifer & John 
Uz&Todd 
Kathy&Rick 
Jen&Ken 
Betty&Bul 
Jenny&Guido 
Pam&Dean 
Lisa & John 
Kim&Pete 
Jen&Scott 
Beth & John Eric 
Robin & Stew 
Luke&Laura 
Judy&dark 
Dee&Nark 
Karen&Kemy 
PeeWtt&Kefly 
Siobran ft Charlie 
Patty&Dave 
Kefley&Mike 
Dee&Jon 
Lynn & Patrick 
Laura & "Spike" 
Nebsa&Nark 
Uz&Todd 
Janetk&Bob 
Nanc&Jeff 
Gndy&Tom 
Colleen & Greg (EOuto) 
Beth & Norm 
Tma&Daue 
Erin&Tadd 
Juhe&Phl 
Amy&Randy 
"HiPrub" 
Jenny&David 
MosiolUand 
KKG Sweetheart 
Ann and Nate 
Diane & Andy 
Janet ft her sweatehirt 
Jill & Dennis 
Josette&Kirk 
Jannette & Bill 
Cindy & Brendan 
Allison & Jeff 
Michele & Rick 
Arleen & Bruce 
Tina & John 
Liz & Tom 
Jenny & Kevin 
Holly R.& Jerry 
Debbie & Steve 
Cindy & Patrick M. 
Steve & Nary 
BethftJimi 
Nary & Jack 
Chris & Carl 
Julie & Steve 
Pam & Steve 
Julie & Amos 
Sarah ftCrakj 
Susan & Brendan 
Sue & Bill 
Lori & Paul 
Kathy&Rick 
Tamra & Brian 
Ro ft Matt 
Sue & Tom 
BenaftGeoff 
Michelle ft Eric 
Molly 4 Joe 
Julie ft Joe 
Sherri (wheel A) ft 
Randy (wheel I) 
t Jnr-er (de*liv*er) 
vb, fr. [L. de+liberare: to 
liberate] 1) to set free 
2) to hand over, c onvey 
Thick, hot, delicious Rocky 
Rococo Pan Style Pizza. 
Conveyed to your door. 
Handed over to you 
in your home. It will 
liberate you. It will 
set you free. Our 
delivery delivers. 
Rocky Rococo 
Pan Style Pizza. 
The definitive pizza. 
The definitive pizza 
delivery. 
RockyJ^Jtococo 
FREE DELIVERY 
352-4600 
■ROCOCO COUPON! 
AMORE FOR A LESS 
$1.00 off       75«off 
■MllMalm. 
o> rttrtanr 
Rook) fa Rococo 
Oro ax«oo po> (Mia 
Huwowipm 
Otter Expkaa Nov. 12 
17* I. WTOOarar 
332-4400 
MTD1-J 
——HOCOCO COUPON 
AMORE FOR A 
$1.00 off      75« off 
KMlitOoaa^ 
Rock) fa Rococo 
iMnwaiiB. 
Ottar Expkai No*. 12 
174 I. Wooatar 
332-4400 
HTM 
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City 'courts' students 
by Melissa McGUHvray 
reporter 
Some students may find themselves sit- 
ting in a courtroom instead of a classroom if 
they are registered to vote in Wood County. 
Any registered voter in the county is 
eligible to be called for jury duty at Bowling 
Green Municipal Court, including Univer- 
sity students. 
Prospective jurors are chosen at random 
from a voter list and, since many students 
voted in last year's election, they are being 
selected to serve on a jury. 
Legal exemptions from jury duty Include 
being 70 years old or older, a Lawyer, a 
dentist, an Ohio National Guard officer or 
personnel, a cloistered member of a reli- 
gious organization, an active volunteer fire- 
fighter, an elected official or a physician. 
PRACTICALLY ALL the University stu- 
dents who are called to jury doty complain 
to the court office, said Kathy Mazzarella, a 
deputy clerk at municipal court. A popular 
complaint is that it will take too much time 
away from the students' classes. 
"You would think they'd never missed a 
class," she said. 
Jury trials start at 8:30 a.m. on Tuesdays 
and most last one day. 
Out of 30 juror letters that are sent out in 
the county each time, about five are for 
University students. Of the eight jurors 
selected, usually one or two are students. 
A selected juror who does not show up for jury duty can be held in contempt of court, 
which carries a maximum penalty 10 days 
in jail and a $500 fine, according to Deputy 
Clerk Sandy Engle. 
Many students feel better about jury duty 
when they find out they are paid $15 a day 
for jury duty, and $10 if they are selected 
and their case is dismissed. 
Rocky's vies for market slice 
by Sharon Zanny 
reporter 
Rocky Rococo, Bowling 
Green's newest pizza parlor, has 
started its delivery service this 
week and has increased the 
scope of its advertising at the 
University. The restaurant fea- 
tures an unusual service, drive- 
through pizza. It is sold by the 
pie and by the slice. 
The accessibility of a drive- 
through can come in handy 
whenthe munchies strike at 2:30 
a.m. and a slice of pizza is the 
only thing that will hit the spot. 
''The corporation has always 
been successful in college towns. 
Students are learning that the 
'slice program' drive-through 
quality is excellent," said Jim 
The Getaway 
October Special 
Cider and Doughnut 55 
Brown, director of operations 
for the franchise, which is based 
in Wisconsin. This is the first 
Rocky Rococo restaurant in 
Ohio. 
During the first few weeks of 
the semester, Rocky Rococo, 
attempting to guage the needs of 
its customers, was open until 
various times during the week- 
end nights. The management 
has now extended weekend 
hours until 3 a.m. 
JERRY LISS, owner of Pisa- 
nello's pizza, was not optimistic 
about the restaurant's success. 
"There are four or five very 
strong independent pizza places 
in Bowling Green and the chain 
Rocky Rococo may have under- 
estimated them," Liss said. 
Because of the number of suc- 
cessful pizza parlors in Bowling 
Green, there Ls the need to com- 
Cvely price the pizza, some- 
which   Rocky   Rococo 
cannot do as a chain, Liss said. 
Prices for individual  slices 
range from $1.35 to $1.55. Whole 
pizzas range from $4.40 to $7.95. 
«  ! 
eat in or carry out 
with coupon 
998 S. Main     Expires 10/is    352-4162 
Q Thanks 
iff .:■:■!■!■;■!■!■:■!■!■;■:•:■:■;■. ^^^^WW»"WW»W!*?^WT 
University Bookstore 
and Poll Workers for 
their help on elections! 
1 
RALLY AGAINST APARTHEID 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11 
111:30   Rally, Univ. of Toledo 
w: 
m 
m 
m 
II2:0° 
18 
foft 
?'•■•' 
$ 3:00 
5:00 
Play (Video for a better under- 
standing of Apartheid by 
South Africans) 
Taft Room Union 
Rally Oval Union 
March Toledo's International Park 
:•;:*: 'If in need of transportation call BSCJ 372-2692 
Toledo's BSU 537-4281 
!   BSU is just BS WITHOUT CI 
II 
FRI. 4 SAT. 
ONLY 
$2.00 
CLA-ZEL 
N.MAINST 
MIDNITE SHOW 
Si   f';, 
ELMOS^ 
;INEMA1&2 
Eddie Murphy is a 
Detroit cop on 
vacation in Beverly Hills. 
|BEVERLY/*U£ 
HILLS F^VC 
E 53 
ewhere. somehow, 
someone's going to pay. 
7:30 * 9:15 
CLA-ZEL 
NMA'«J.TT 
HE STORY Of A I 
AND HIS BIKE 
-WEE HERMAN 
7:30 It 9:16 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY 12.00 
t'fll GLENN ClOSE JEFF 
BUDGES 
AT 7:301 
MO JSl 
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50 
WED. - ADULTS S2.00 
PtlWU'S 
BIGAWftfTC/to 
Carla and Charley 
Teri and Rod 
Wendy and Bruce 
Jen and Chris 
Beth and Mike 
Lori and Dale 
Amy and Blake 
Melissa and Doug 
Kathi and Scott 
Jennie and John 
Ms. Morals and Mr. Morals Sr. 
Princess and Gurgie 
Miss Morals and Mr. Morals Jr. 
Leslie and Doug 
Cath and C.W. 
Becky and Mark 
Baby Cakes and Honeybunch 
Marcy and Roger 
Julie and Fred 
Linda and Chuck 
Julie and Brian 
Mary Kaye and Chris 
Martha Quinn and J.J. 
Lorri and Brian 
Debbie and Joe 
The Barbie Doll and Ken 
Bunny and Dogzilla 
Debbi and Brian 
Whooper and 13 pink elephants 
DELTA ZETA 
WESTERN WIND-IN 
DATE PARTY 
October 11,1985 
Pepples and Pam-Pam 
Andrea and Chuck 
Otis and The Invisible Man 
Kelly and Chris 
L.B.E.G. and B.D. 
Tammy and Jim 
Annie and Tommy 
Trixie and Lanky 
Betsy and Andy 
Jav and Jem 
Gukka and Goober 
Wendy and Ronnie Dio 
Kelley and Dan 
/ Diane and Dave 
Cheri and Kevin 
{/  Laura and Biff 
Donna and Dave 
JoAnne and Jim 
Pam and Mitch 
Karen and Pistol Pete 
Amy Jo and Alex 
Lisa and Brock 
Dawn and Steve 
Jeannie Marie and Scott 
Ann and Ron 
Chris and John 
Eves and Tom 
Maryrose and Klrt 
Susan and David 
Diana and Russ 
Kathy and Doug 
LuAnn and John 
Jinny and Dave 
Elizabeth and Brad 
Karen and John 
Amy and Jon   . 
Patti and Mike 
Wimpy and Hefty 
Natalie and Deeb 
Mrs. Moore and Mr. Moore 
Lilly and Ricky Schroeder 
Denise and Thorn 
Michelle and Karl 
Debbie and Scott 
Eileen and Kenny 
We'll be havin' ourselves a good or time! 
News Briefs 
Vietnam agreeable 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - 
In what could be a major 
breakthrough in the search 
for Americans missing in ac- 
tion, a top-ranking Vietnam- 
ese Cabinet minister says his 
government is agreeable in 
principle to allowing U.S. ex- 
cavation teams into the Hanoi 
area for the first time. 
Other official American 
and Vietnamese sources said 
Vietnam has agreed to a U.S. 
proposal that the countries 
carry out a joint survey and 
to a search for MIAs 
excavation of a crash site 
near Hanoi as an experiment. 
Vo Dong Giang, a Cabinet 
minister without portfolio and 
the second-ranking official in 
the Foreign Ministry, told 
The Associated Press 
Wednesday that with regard 
to joint excavations: "In prin- 
ciple we are agreeable except 
in the crash sites where our 
security cannot permit for- 
eigners to have access." 
Sources said the exact time 
will have to be worked out. 
Official: Threatened cutbacks not political 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A fed- 
eral official denied yesterday 
that politics were behind a 
1984 threat to cut off federal 
funds to Ohio for using state 
workers in a voter registra- 
tion drive. 
The dispute stemmed from 
a program that allowed peo- 
ple to register to vote at state 
government offices. Donald 
Devine, former director of 
the US. Office of Personnel 
Management, threatened to 
shut on Ohio's federal funds 
under a federal law that for- 
bids civil service employees 
from being used for political 
Ohio Secretary of State 
Sherrod Brown told a Cincin- 
nati news conference yester- 
day that OPM recently 
withdrew the threat. And 
Brown,   a   Democrat,   sug- 
Sested that the administra- 
on of President Reagan, a 
Republican, originally raised 
the issue to hamper Brown's 
program in an election year. 
Gene linked to miscarriages, birth defects 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A sin- 
gle gene has been linked to 
miscarriages, prematurity 
and possibly spina bifida, 
according to a study of 1,100 
couples and their children in 
the Cleveland area. 
The study, released 
Wednesday through the New 
England Journal of Medicine, 
found parents who carry a 
specific gene were at least 
1,000 times more likely to 
suffer a miscarriage in the 
first trimester than couples 
without. 
Researchers call the gene 
C-3 and is found on the third 
chromosome of 9 to 10 percent 
of the white population. 
Blacks were excluded from 
the study because the gene is 
rare among them. 
Although the gene predis- 
poses a couple to reproduc- 
tive problems, it does not 
mean problems will occur. 
186' j S. MAIN (UPSTAIRS) 354-1834 
■ ... creative wear lor mon ond women 
Hours 
10 4 
■syvoatort •oeconorloi     . , ;>q 
■droftioft.tkirts        ■|owclry s 17* 
Buy your sweetheart 
a rose!       Ap 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale   M 
and Raffle through        ^ 
Wed., Oct. 16, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
$1.50 / rose and a free chance in a raffle for dinner for 2 at 
Aspen, Sundance, and Tradewinds 
Roses will be hand de- 
livered on campus. 
F«Bort«*nmitiori 
catDMM 
♦ Mesqulte grilled specialties ♦ 
♦ Marvelous Sorbet Ices* 
& 
♦ Gelato Ice creams 
♦ Unique Sunday brunch ♦ 
l«aa»2pni 
♦ Football brunch ♦ 
9M'lpm Saturday | 
♦ Aspen welcomes 19-year-olds ♦ 
Casual Dress Acceptable 
* Great bar now open ♦ 
107 State street at E VWxser 
Bowling Green Ohio 43402 
353-8735 
* 
kO^o' ^ 
Shop North Town B.G. This Saturday r'o* 
CHECK OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW 
RELEASES 
*-* 
Barney's 
Video 
We Carry 
Both Beta 
and VHS 
Tapes 
FUEL-UP TO RIDE THE 
STUDENT EXPRESS 
H  AT BARNEY'S CONVENIENT MART 
: 
•BEER AT STATE MINIMUM 
•VIDEO STORE & VCR RENTAL 
•REGULAR & UNLEADED GAS 
•DIESEL FUEL & KEROSENE 
PRESENT STUDENT EXPRESS 
BUS TICKET OR VOUCHER 
ANO RECEIVE ONE OF 
THE FOLLOWING 
•$5 Oft Video 
Membership 
• Free Candy EJar 
•Free Etox of Popcorn 
I Ml*. Mate it.. I.C. IS. 1*01 
Mon.-SW. 10 9  Sun   11-5 
» I i   . flf T I I I 1 1 it! 1 
LANE 
DRUG 
a   PEOPLES  DBUG  STORE 
Two Locations In Bowling Green 
1058 N. Main 820 S. Main 
NOW! EVERY ROLL YOU TAKE 
WILL BE DOUBLE THE FUN! 
TWIN PRINTS 
PHOTOFINISHING 
THEY'RE 8L0SST *ND HI6HT 
i.«0 YOU SET THE* OVEMISHT: 
"FREI!" 5" 17" 
COLOR ENLARGEMENT 
it's as easy as 
i     Bring ul yOu' '0"t ol color print dim lor developing 
2 We Hgl.e .ou. ceiiihc.i* to- ■ FREi 5   « 1" color 
enlargement 
3 Order ■* man, enlargement* ■« ,ou ...i   ">• fk«l 
oneUFMtl 
Thinking about a sandwich? 
Chocn* Horn five gr*ot big R.»   sandwiches 
• CHICKEN • TURKEY BACON CLUB 
• BIG RAX -BEEF BACON t, OH ITOAH (BBC' 
•It-Ill [\ 111 I I   M III I SI.. RANTS 
Now think 50'off! 
50* off your choice of any Rax Big Sandwich: Big Rax, 
BBC TM. PhlUy Beef'N Cheese TM. Turkey Bacon Club. 
BG store only 
Chicken. 
Tnh oHm no* vM «* my o&m ohoouM « coupon   SOIM UU      l-Xpiie 
dlatjod «him appk«bU OHm good a> pMfldpMna Rtt RnUurantt    10/25/85 
10O6~*7^in atToeTid" 
"Let's go down to the 
^RJ^A deli . . '.' and 
watcnthe sandwiches 
goby!" 
Corned Beef 
Roast Beef 
Grinders 
Salads 
Salami 
LUNCH FROM $1.59 to 4.99! 
Chicken Salad 
Pastrami 
Big Pizza Subs 
Baked Chicken 
Barbeque Beef 
delicatessen 
next to the liquor store 
* 352-8434 
// alumni owned and operated \\ 
® COOKS 
Ride the Student Express 
Present this ad and receive 
10% off any one item in their 
drug department. 
OPEN 9:00-9:30 
MON -SAT 
11:00-6:00 
SUNDAYS 
WITH THIS COUPON AND 
THE PURCHASE OF TWO 
FRESHLY MADE DELI PIZZAS 
YOU WILL RECEIVE 
FREE 
ONE 2 LITER BOTTLE OF 
COCA COLA 
Limit one coupon per customer. Valid 
through Sunday. October 13, 1985 only 
at FOOD TOWN, 1045 N. MAIN ST., 
BOWLING GREEN 
E 
STUDENT EXPRESS 
Shop   Northtown   Saturday,  10 a.m. - 2 p.m 
Student Express bus service is faster, 
safer, drier and warmer than walking or riding 
your bike. The fees are cheaper than gas costs 
for driving and we will also get you much closer 
to your final destination. 
* 50' a ride 
* currently $25 semester pass 
* for more information call 352-2497 
Northtown Shopping Plaza Sat. 10 a.m. • 2 p.m. 
IT, 
u 
a 
10:00 
11:00 
12:00 
1:00 
10:10 
10:50 
11:10 
11:50 
12:10 
12:50 
1:10 
1:50 
10:15 
11:15 
12:15 
1:15 
10:20 
11:20 
12:20 
1:20 
10:30 
11:30 
12:30 
1:30 
10:40 
11:40 
12:40 
1:40 
10:45 
11:45 
12:45 
1:45 
Non. 
Day Route 
Fri. 7:45 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Downtown 
Fri. • Sat. 9 p.m. • 2 a.m. 
1 fc | ki h s 5 III 55 ||| 
7i*S 7:52 7:55 8:00 -. 15 
8:15 1:22 7:25 8:30 8:)5 
8:45 1:52 (:55 9:00 9:05 
9:15 9:22 9:25 9:30 
9:45 9:52 10:00 10:05 
10:15 10:22 10:25 10:» 10:35 
101.5 10:52 10:55 III ■ 11:05 
11:15 11:22 11:25 11:10 11:35 
11:45 11:52 11:55 12:00 12:05 
12:15 12:22 12:25 12:30 12:15 
12:45 12:52 12:55 1:00 
1:15 1:22 1:25 1:30 1:35 
1:45 1:52 1:55 2:00 2:05 
2:15 2:22 2:25 2:10 2:15 
2.45 2:52 2:55 3:00. 3:05 
3:15 3:22 J:25 3:30 3:15 
3:45 3:52 1:55 4:00 4:05 
4:15 4:22 -:25 too 4:35 
4:45 4:52 4:55 3:00 5:05 
5:15 5:22 5:25 5:30 5:15 
Si 8! 
9:30 9:37 
10:00 10:07 
10:30 10:37 
11:30 11:37 
12:00 12:07 
12:30 12:37 
1:30 1:37 
2:00 
9:00 
11:00 
1:00 
9:15 
9:45 
10:15 
10:45 
11:15 
11:45 
12:15 
12:45 
1:15 
1:45 
•  ItOon   «wa« 
I 
I 
I ■ ■ ■ 
I 
I 
coupon 
Student Express 
Good For One 
Free Ride 
Sat. Oct. 12, 1985 
to Northtown 
one way only 
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1 Al ERIAL PURSUIT 
Brian   McClure's  chase   of 
Doug Flutie's NCAA passing 
^P^yv ^   ^^H yardage continues tomorrow 
against   Eastern   Michigan. 
>   jtfjfjl McClure moved to sixth on - *-   te^~*r. n, the all-time list  last week, 
P   *i 466 yards behind Mark Her rman of Purdue (1977-80). 
McClure   needs  to  average 
309.5 yards per game to tie 
■   ^r   ^ Flutie's mark. 
Yards to tie     1,857 
Last effort: 252 yards j IKflLA viln Next    opponent:    Eastern 
Flutie McClure Michigan 
BG icers open at FSC 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
NOW  OPEN 
Floral Originals by Glfigotlj Scaife 
(formerly the Greeting Exchange) 
Special 
Friday - Saturday - Sunday 
Carnations $2.95 Dozen 
Cash & Carry 
352-5148 518 E. Wnitir W. Mint 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY» 
There's no pressure to repeat 
as national champions as there 
was a year ago, but the Bowling 
Green hockey team has its 
sights set on improving a fourth 
place league finish. 
The Falcons open their 1965-86 
season tonight against Ferris 
State in BigRapids, Mich. 
Last year, BG finished 21-21 
and 17-15 in the Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association. FSC 
wound up last in the conference 
with a 11-26-1 mark. 
Unlike last year, Falcon coach 
Jerry York will have plenty of 
experienced icers returning. 
BG's defense could be the area 
of biggest improvement. All- 
CCHA goalie Gary Kruzich, 
MVP of the 1983-M national 
championship series, returns for 
his third season in the nets. 
Wayne Collins, a member of the 
championship team, graduated, 
but freshmen Dave Charbon- 
neau and Dave Kwilas are ex- 
pected to provide adequate 
netminding in his abscence. 
RETURNING POINT men in- 
clude sophomores Doug Clag- 
gett and Scott Paluch, and junior co-captain Todd Flichel. 
Brian McKee is coming back to 
add depth after a knee injury 
last year while St. Lawrence 
transfer Tom Pratt will also see 
considerable playing time. Pal- 
uch has also been selected to 
compete on the National Junior 
Team during the World Junior 
Championships, Dec. 26-Jan. 4 
in Hamilton, Ont. 
Last year, BG started the sea- 
son with an unproven offense. 
This year is a different story. 
Senior co-captain Jamie Wans- 
brough (37 goals, 33 assists, 70 
points), an aU-CCHA wing, could 
break both BG and CCHA goal 
scoring records before the vear 
is over. Wansbrough needs 25 
goals to set the school mark and 
32 to break the conference re- 
cord. 
Sophomores Paul Ysebaert, 
Brian Meharry, and Brent Re- 
gan and junior Rob Urban all 
made names for themselves last 
vear as legitimate scoring 
threats. Regan, however, wifl 
miss the FSC series due to a 
shoulder injury. All-CCHA wing 
and BG co-captain Iain Duncan, 
who bounced from wing to de- 
fense last year, is slated for 
wing as this year opens. 
Mark Lori, a transfer from 
Northeastern University, de- 
fenseman Alan Leggett and for- 
ward Greg Parks are 
newcomers to the Falcon pro- 
gram. 
Last year, BG managed a 2-1-1 
advantage over FSC but York's 
teams are 9-8-1 against the Bull- 
dogs. The Falcons own a 13-8-1 
advantage in the series. The BG 
icers open their home season 
Oct. 18-19 against CCHA runner- 
up Lake Superior State. 
Intro to Aerobics 
with Judy Kisselle 
Sunday Oct. 13,1985        Activity Room 
7:00 p.m SRC 
14" 2 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.00 or 
12" FRENCH BREAD PIZZA 
$2.50 
J.T.'S   PIZZA 
CARR Y OUT 
352-:- Thurs.-Fn.-Sat      405 Thurstm 
************************ 
* 2 t  Kappa Kappa Gamma — g 
Zeta Beta Tau 
* * Greek Olympiad      % 
Winners 
gold: 4>KT AXQ 
silver: IIK* Ar 
bronze: E*E ATA 
spirit: ATA AXQ 
************************ 
Join iri^J^^UR^part! 
The Getaway 
50«off 1 dozen ■ 
Doughnuts with coupon 
Expires Oct. 18 
998 S. Main 352-4162 ■ 
We deliver  7"am  to 9"  weekday*,  7" to  10" 
Saturday, No delivery Sun. 
High Society 
They started out at BGSU 
and now 
They're gonna be on 
MTV 
Give 'em your vote 
Sunday, October 13th 
10:00 p.m. 
MTV's Basement Tapes 
Playoff Picture 
Dodgers blow 
out Cardinals 
Ex-Falcon Orel Hershiser 
tosses first playoff win 
Last night, St. Louis struck 
first but Los Angeles hit hard- 
est 
The hosting Dodgers topped 
the Cardinals 8-2 to take a W) 
lead in the National League 
Championship Series. 
St Louis took a 1-0 lead in 
the third inning. Willie Mc- 
Gee singled with one out and 
advanced to second on Andy 
Van Slyke's walk. 
McGee crossed the plate on 
Orel Hershiser's wild pitch. 
But Hershiser, an ex-Fal- 
con who struggled in the early 
going, rebounded to turn the 
momentum around in the bot- 
tom of the same inning. 
Steve Sax laced a one-out 
single and advanced to third 
on a wild pick off attempt by 
Joaquin Andujar. Hershiser, 
a .197 hitter who rang up a 
.296 clip against the Cardi- 
nals, bounced a single over 
the head of third baseman 
Terry Pendleton. Sax scored 
and toe rout was on. 
Hershiser, who won his first 
playoff start, went nine in- 
nings, scattered eight hits, 
walked five and struck out 
four. 
Kenny Landreaux and Bill 
Madlock knocked in runs in 
the third inning to Rive LA a 3- 
1 advantage and all the cush- 
ion Hershiser would need. 
Greg  Brock clobbered a 
two-run home run in the 
fourth to push the score to 5-1. 
Andujar exited in the fifth 
after Landreaux scored and 
with Mike Marshall and Pe- 
dro Guerero on base. 
Andujar was 21-12 during 
the regular season but won 
only one of his last nine 
starts. He beat LA both times 
during the regular season. 
He struck out four Dodgers 
in the first two innings and 
wound up with six whiffs on 
the night. However, in his 
four and one-third innings, he 
walked two and gave up eight 
hits. 
On the other hand. 
Hershiser, 19-7 with a 2.08 
ERA this year, hadn't lost a 
game since July 7, against the 
Cardinals, ironically. Also, 
Hershiser owns a perfect 12-0 
record at Dodger Stadium 
where 55,222 packed in yes- 
terday. 
Rick Horton replaced An- 
dujar and surrendered two 
runs in one and one-third in- 
nings. Bill Campbell and Jeff 
Lanti mopped up for St. 
Louis. 
The series continues Sun- 
day at St. Louis when LA's 
Bob Welch (13-4) and Danny 
Cox (18-9) square off in Buscn 
Stadium at 1:05. 
§^ PRESENTS 
ETHNIC 
ALTERNATIVES: 
A TOTAL STUDENT SYMPOSIUM 
LEGAL ADVICE FROM 
DOLORIS ANDERSON OF 
ADVOCATES OF BASIC 
LEGAL EQUALITY 
MEDICAL ADVICE FROM 
MEMBER OF TOLEDO 
MEDICAL PROFESSION 
FITNESS DEMO BY 
REVA RICE, DIRECTOR 
OF THE REVA RICE 
SCHOOL OF DANCE 
COSMETOLOGY DEMO BY 
THE MIXED COMPANY 
SALON OF TOLEDO 
OCT. 13,1985       2:00-4:00 PM 
COMMUNITY SUITE OF THE UNION 
RECEPTION AFTERWARD • ADMISSION FREE 
CREDITS 
RECEPTION: OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS 
r yt^^^^MAGAZINE 
MEETING 
for all those who've written stories 
Tues., Oct. 15, 9 p.m. 
The Commons — 2nd Floor West Hall 
(Even If you've turned in your story) 
University Theatre 
presents 
fcHARLEVS AUNT 
October 0-5,10-12 
Main Auditoruim 
University Ball 
BOSU, 0:00 p.m. 
call 372-2718 or\ 
372-2222 tor 
reservations 
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Falcons collide with upstart Eastern 
by Torn Reed 
assistant sports editor 
In the past, Bowling Green has 
experienced the same problems 
with Eastern Michigan as a 
mailman   with   neighborhood 
—! Hurons aren't like a Do- 
berman which could maul a 
letter carrier. No, EMU is more 
of the terrier variety which 
clamp on pant legs and prove 
impossible to shake. 
Despite sporting poor records 
over the last two years, the 
Hurons have given the Falcons 
fits. In 1983, BG struggled to a 
28-21 win and last year outlasted 
EMU 35-27. 
This season, the dog has a 
better bite. 
The surprising Hurons are 2-2, 
including a 21-10 upset victory 
over Toledo last week. Tomor- 
row night, BG travels to Ypsi- 
lanti, Mich., to face EMU. 
"They have traditionally 
played tough against us," BG 
head coach Denny Stolz said. 
"This year they have a lot of 
momentum entering this 
game." 
YOU DON T need a calculator 
to tabulate all of the Hurons' 
wins since 1978 -just two hands. 
They are 10-52-4 in that span. 
r MACtion "1 
Mld-Amerken Conference Standings 
MAC 
WL      w I 
2-0 
2 1 
22 
II 
II 
II 
0-2 
10 
22 
21 
22 
I 3 
1 « 
13 
l>2 CM 
02      (M 
RoaHee. Green 
Central Michigan 
Miami 
Ball State 
Eastern Michigan 
Kent State 
Northern Illinois 
Toledo 
OhtoU 
Western Michigan 
This each i games 
Boerttarj Oreea at Eastern MIctUfaM 
Central Michigan at Western Michigan 
Miami at Toledo 
Ball State at Ohio U 
Te.es t.l Paso at Kent 
Taut efle.ee: M. Ml.2 ya.de per (Me 
Total defense: CMU. IB7.0 ys.d. per game 
Rushing offense CMU. 1716 yards per game 
Rushing defense CMU. 76 7 yards per game 
reset., efleeee: ma. lit 4 ». ser geeae 
Passing defense CMU. 76 7 yerds per game 
fcerkt, afle.ee: sVQ. 32 • paints per ae-e 
Scoring defense CMU. 11 3 points per game 
Individual leaders: 
Tetel Ifllsn: Brie. McChrre (M). 211 I yerde 
!■««■■ 
Rushing: George Swam (MU), 124 0 yards per game 
Passing efficiency: Wade Kosahowshi (BSUI 
138 87 
Paae racalvlag: Stan Heater {Ml. 5.4 cetches 
eeraaeae 
All purpose yardage George Swam (MU) 176.0 
yerds per game 
Punting Mike Kent (MUD. 44 2 yards per punl 
Scoring: George Swam (MU). 9.0 points per game 
Punt returns: Marcus Matthews (EMU).   148 yards 
per return 
Wets returns Curt Partridge (rtHI). 28 I yards per 
return 
Tackles: Brad Saar I BSUI. 16 0 tackles per game 
Tackles: Scott Keller (NKII Ray Swoape (WMU). 9 
Interceptions: Hahrtn Marshall (BG). Rob Wktnskl 
(NtUI. Mike Holllngshed (NKJ). 3 
Field goals: John Dtettrtch (BSUI. 2.2 per game 
Pacific Coast Athletic Association 
(MAC champion plays PCAA champion In Ihe 
California Bowl) 
WL 
Pacific JO 
Fresno Slate 10 
Cel Stele Fullerton 10 
Utah State 2 2 
Cel Stale Long Beech 1-1 
Nevada-Las Vegas 1-2 
Sen Jose Stete |.2 
New Meslco State 0-2 
Volleyball 
Team (overall) 
WMU (ll-l) 
MU (122) 
CMU (12 2) 
mil (10-7) 
BSUI6 6) 
UT(»9) 
MM 
EMU 18 9) 
OH (6 61 
KSUP-10) 
Friday's games: 
WMUatBSU 
mil et MU 
OUet CMU 
KSUatEMU 
Saturday s games: 
WMU at MU 
muet BSU 
OUet EMU 
KSUatCMU 
BG at Ptttaawrgh 
WL 
7* 
6 1 
5-1 
52 
3-4 
34 
H 
24 
15 
0-6 
I haven't seen a team run through Toledo 
the way Eastern did for a long time. 
BG head coach Denny Stolz 
However, third-year EMU 
coach Jim Harkema believes his 
program now has an optimistic 
"We are going in the right 
direction " Harkema said. "We 
have a chance to prove we can 
play against the best the Mid- 
American Conference has to of- 
fer two weeks in a row." 
In their battle to gain confer- 
ence respectability, EMU is led 
by a general. 
Running back Gary Patton, 
nicknamed "the General" for 
obvious reasons, is second in the 
MAC in all-purpose yardage and 
fifth in rushing. 
Least week, Patton spear- 
headed a strong running attack 
which bowlea through the 
usually inpenetratable Toledo 
defensive line. 
"I haven't seen a team run 
through Toledo the way Eastern 
did last week for a long time," 
Stolz said. 
On the ground, BG must not 
only stop Patton, but also quar- 
terback  Robert  Gordon, who 
[   Howard's club H 
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG * 
Friday. Saturday 
October 11. 12 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Wslchmakei 
Thomas 
5 Covered Dy 
WStSf 
10 Roman 
statesman 
U River m N 
Saskatchewan 
15 Eyelashes 
16 Ihe Good 
Earth   heroine 
17 vVinglika 
18 Srrtg ol 
si "pence 
19 Weather *or0 
20 Put in tresh film 
22 Breed improve 
ment science 
24 Relatives or 
sorbets 
26 Part o> a land 
scape 
27 Hansom 
hacher.eg 
31 Take a taste 
35 Exclamations 
ol surprise 
36 Uncanny 
38 Perfume ingre- 
dient 
39 Place lor a 
scart 
41 Statue support 
43 Riviera resort 
44 Current Style 
46 Chinese dynas 
ly BC 
48 Hammarskjold 
49 Family pian 
mng pioneer 
51 Wholly 
53 —— the tmish 
55 Endure Scot 
56 Semiso.i 
GhMM 
60 Storage depot 
64 ' m a blue 
moon 
65 Smger Lope/ 
67 Medley 
68 Quiet creatures 
69 Actress Susan 
70 Sign ol sorrow 
71 Young or old 
follower 
7? Food and 
water eg 
73 Rileys choice1 
Fdiied by Trade Mkhel Jafft 
DOWN 32 Sell respect 
i isolated rock 
2 A Gardner 
3 Freshwater 
tOWl 
4 Legendary 
5 Places ol 
learning 
6 Badger Slate 
AbDr 
7 Cosmetic plant 
8 Arabicus 
(Red Seal 
9 Scottish meat 
d.sh 
10 Name 
11 J a<  
12 Soapy feeling 
mineral 
13 Combines 
21 Cold sensation 
23 Enthusiasm 
25 Aegean Sea 
gull 
27 Changes 
course 
28 Master at Tara 
29 Trembling tree 
30 Most suitable 
employment 
33 Labor union 
unit 
34 Pensive poem 
37 Oxiike antelope 
40 Bridge builder 
42 Boards ihe 
Orient Express 
45 Retreats 
47  eagle 
50 Wickerwork 
52 One kind ol 
control 
54 Lead tm alloy 
56 PTA stalwarts 
57 Pan ol a set 
58 Behold' Lat 
59 Ceremony 
61 Oinre genus 
62 Inlets 
63 Long ago 
66 AMirmativesign 
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FOR DEMOCRACY IN SOUTH AFRICA 
VW The undersigned, with to •xpress our unyielding opposition to the whit* minority government In South 
Africa. We strongly condemn that government's efforts to extend its already dictatorial powers by declaring 
a state of emergency and arresting hundreds of opponents. We support the efforts of those South Africans. 
including Bishop Tutu and Nelson Mandela, whose goal Is the creation of a democratic society. 
We therefore call on all Americans and on the U.S. government to uneqolvocolly and publicly support the 
extension of full voting rights to alt South Africans. 
Ulrik. Ail.nbichl.r Nancy Colloon Donahuo Don McQuari* Brian Siittal 
Carol E. Aldrldgo Annomarl* Edor Lisa Minchin Stolon!* Szlltal 
Darl*nts Anthony Thomas S. Edwards Ramon Poroz Miko Trommol 
Mansour Boy Morodith Flynn Lorrll Roarlck John Y. Whit. 
Kolly Biddlo Jana>t Halot Grog Rilts Dorroll Wlntlow 
Mark Binkloy Cralg Horgort Paul Rubonton David Wold* 
Soon Bronnan Stovon H»u Ann Rudrauff Bill Wright 
Tom Cornor Joff Koono Pal Schnapp 
Tino Crook Torry Kunoy Catherine) Shonk 
Noncy Dillon Stophevn W. MocOonald JoHroy Smith 
rushed for 99 yards against the 
Falcons last year. 
MANY FANS are looking past 
EMU to next week's clash with 
undefeated Central Michigan. 
But Stolz argues that if fans saw 
the recent EMU game films, 
they would take tomorrow's 
game more seriously. 
"Our players have watched 
the films, they know how good 
Eastern is," he said. "The To- 
ledo game definitely proved 
that." 
To add to the Falcons' prob- 
lems, tomorrow's contest will be 
played at night. BG has played just two games under the lights 
in four years. 
"We alter our game-day 
schedule very rarely so this is 
like playing in a completely dif- 
ferent environment," Stolz said. 
We might practice at BG High 
School to get use to playing at 
night." 
Doyt Perry Stadium, the 
Wrigley Field of the MAC, has 
noughts. 
Despite the unusual circum- 
stances, BG won't alter its game 
plan. Brian McClure will at- 
tempt to repeat his 427-yard 
effort against EMU in 1963. 
The Falcons will also try to 
run against a team which is the 
second worst in the MAC versus 
the rush. Last week against 
Western Michigan, Bernard 
White and Darryl Story com- 
bined for almost 160 yards. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. EASTERN MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Sat. Oct. 12, 7:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Rynearson Stadium (Grass) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 5-0, 30 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (50-44-1) 
Returning starters- 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), on a pace that 
could make him the NCAA's all-time passing yardage 
leader, threw for 252 yards against Western Michigan 
including 205 in the first half; Bernard White (RB), 
gained 88 yards and had two touchdowns against WMU; 
Stan Hunter (SE) caught nine passes for 122 yards and 
two touchdowns last week; Phil Walker (DT), had four 
tackles, one for a loss, and recovered a fumble last 
week; Mike Foor (NT) had seven tackles versus the 
Broncos. 
EASTERN MICHIGAN: 
Nickname: Hurons 
1984 record: 2-7-2, 2-5-2 in the MAC (tied for eighth) 
1985 record: 11, 2-2 in the MAC 
Head coach: Jim Harkema, third year (5-19-2). 
Returning starters: 14 (off.-6; def. 8) 
Players to watch: Gary Patton (TB), top rusher (254 
yards), receiver (12 catches) and kick returner (18.7 per 
return); Matt Finlay (LB) top tackier with 18 solos and 41 
assists; Mario Ferretti (PK), leading scorer with 19 points; 
Eric Miller (DE), leads Hurons with five tackles for 
loss. 
Series record: BG 12-7-1 
Last meeting: BG won 35-27 at Bowling Green, Sept. 
29, 1984. 
<g^Ji<*§**^^ V.5anHurtl 
["DEAR MR  HAUUCNAJtON >J 
UE RIGHT TO INFORM WJ 
THAT  YOUR  APPLICATION HM, 
BEEN  DENIED    UC  HK/E 
DfTOOTNtD THfiT  VTW «E 
TOEMTIY  * 4U6IECTNt 
EXPERIENCE  IN THE MIND OF 
A  HUMAN  KNOUN Aft 
EVEBCAM'    N THAT SENSE, 
VOU  ALREADY  EXIST;  AND 
THEREFORE  INEllWBlE' u 
ASAAEAASA AHA ASA AEA A2A AZA AEA ASA AHA A3A A3A AHA A5A ASA ASA ASA_A5A ASA 
S3 
U 
S3 
S3 
•Phi Kappa Psi/Alpha Chi Omega 
Bathtub Race Spirit Award 
•Sigma Chi Derby Days 
Overall Champions 
And with 
Beta Theta Pi and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
1985 Career Week 
Champions! 
Alpha Xi Delta! 
You just can't stop 
AXi! 
rr, 
M 
£ 
t 
Classifieds 
October 11, i«as 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
A ma|or horn. turrvahnge MM sponsored by 
Planned Parenthood oi Nortnweet onto, w M 
held on Saturday. October 12. 1985 from a 00 
AM to 4:00 PM « Luke's Bun. Lucas 
Counly Ractoolton Center in Moumee. OHO 
ARE YOU HTERESTED M INTERNATIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES? THEN 
COME MONOAY OCT. 14-5 p.m TAFT 
ROOM. 3nJ FLOOR UNION TO FIND OUT 
ABOUT HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
SPORT AND RECREATION SERVICES 
ABROAD ALL ARE INVITED TO THIS PRE- 
SENTATION BY AN OPERATIONS SPECIAL- 
IST FROM TURKEY FOLLOWING WILL BE A 
RECREATION MAJOR ASSOCIATION MEET- 
WO.  
CHIaSmi ki CnmmaiauaUuiH wl han • 
me#Bng In me 2nd floor Commons (beside me 
BO News) in West Hal on Monday. Ocl 14 
JrjunxeTnm. VCT. IPCO. RTVF and other com- 
rnurxceeone majors welcomed n this new 
oampua merja.  
Jewtah Students Group. Shabbat Servicee. 
Friday evening. 6:00 pm. In Via Faculty Lounge 
M Via Sludanl Union CM Bruce Kotoer lor 
rtormaeoii. 354-8420. Paycnology Depl 
Ohio Sludanl Education Aaaooaaon a lor you 
Meet omen. Mm more, and gal involved with 
O.SEJLCome1o410Ed lor more xitormatlon 
or attend our second meeting. TUBS . Oct. 15 
M800, "JahTniaUi. 
• "PHI BETA LAMBDA"1 
General AssemOly Meeting 
Oct. 19. 7 30 Alumni Room 
3rd floor ol Via union 
Rueeexi Club Meehng 
Mon , Oct. 14, S 00 p.m . 26 Shetzel 
Special Gueel Or Patrick AkUon 
Topic: Russian Studtos Program 
Find out about new programs and up-coming 
events Everyone welcome 
The Earl Daughters ol me Women's Drum 
October 12. 1989 
10 a.m. —4.30 p.m. 
Top Floor Ottenhauer Weal 
Sponsored By  Women lor Woman/Art Thara- 
py/Women'a Sludy  
The "TAKE BACK THE NKIHT" 
planning committee 
wM meet Monday, Oct. 14 at 1:00 p.m. 
In Hie Faculty Lounge ol Ins Union 
Rely against Aparthexl 
Friday. Ocl   11 
11 30 Rely Unrv ol Toledo 
2 00 Play (Video tor a batter undaratanrjng ol 
Apartheid ny Sou* Africans). Tat! Room. Union 
3 00 Raty Oval Union 
5 00 Merer. Toledo's International Park 
If ki need ol vaneportetlon.  call BSU, 372- 
2692 
LOST AND FOUND 
Leal: Large amount ol money at Woman's 
voieybal game Friday night. Reward Please 
eel 686 3095 
LOST White and orange kitten on October 6 
r Second Street. It found please return to 
60S Second St or cal 352 3993 
Found Dog 9/27. vicinity ol E Wooater a 
WMams SMeera Light brownish, smal dog 
352-3514 
Found: Raquetbal racquet on the wafcway 
between Student Services and Kreiacher 
Quad CM 10 descreJe, 2-3573 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FC4JTS TYPING 
$1.00 par page, double spaced 
On campus pick up 4 00 pm 669-2579 
Pregnant? Conceme?  Free  pregnancy teal 
Otxeclrve rtormeron Cal NOW 354-HOPE 
Wl do typing 
Cal Linda 
354-2218 
PERSONALS 
AQD PLEDGES, 
YOU'RE   ALL   DC4NQ   A   FANTASTIC   JOB 
WITH    PLEDGING.    YOU'RE    HALF-WAY 
THERE KEEP UP THE GREAT SPIRIT AND 
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT WEEKEND. 
LOVE, DM  
ALPHA xrs. SO EPS BETAS 
Congralulsllone on winning Greek Week and 
showing BGSU who has the beat greek houses 
THE BETAS       
Amy Bum hem 
lam glad mat I could help you In your time ol 
need Dinner Saturday waa short but at* real 
rape. Lock lorward to more "Fully Navels". 
Cheese, and Betel Breed. Here's to a growing 
trtandahlpl Day  
AMY HARTNETTI I can't tell you hour happy I 
sm tor you snd Reenel He's one lucky guy 
— and so am III Lone. Katy  
ANNE KERN, CHRISTY KIRCMOFF. 
AND EILEEN NAPLES- 
QOOO LUCK IN THE TK-ATHALON SATUR- 
DAY OCTOBER 12. ItS* 
LOVt. THE ORfEMTATION BOAHO  
ANNETTE. ANNE 1 LINDA. 
OUR DATES ARE COMING. 
"TROUBLES" ON THE WAY 
THEY'RE GETTING PSYCHED 
TO PARTY ALL DAY 
WE'LL HAVE A BLAST 
AND GET DRUNK TOO. 
BUT FIRST WE'LL HAVE TO 
"GET A CLUE?" 
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT 
DATE PARTY. LOVE, PAR 
Annette Cleora and Cheryl Lama. 
Just want you to know how much we admire 
you guys" 
Love. Marta and Mtohaaa  
•ATTENTION ALL BABY BASTERS" 
THERE B HELP AVAILABLE FOR THIS OB- 
SESSION WITH THE PROPER AMOUNT OF 
CALIFORNIA COOLERS. SPACE TUBE THE- 
RAPY AND DISCUSSIONS ON STANDARO US 
HEART TIME YOU TOO CAN OVERCOME! 
ATTENTION 
CARLO A CAPALOl 
HAPPY ANNIVER9ARYI! 
With thai day cornea BtalMliM world 
from me to you Always rnmernber thai— 
YOU'RE MY INSPIRATION! 
AJweys.Sue 
••ATTENTION" 
II you aaa BOB TOTH wteh htm a happy 22' 
ATTeatTION LESLEY FURMAN: 
Just wanted to let you know thai I think you're 
tarrMc' Thanx tor being such a good friend. 
Hr-ve a wonderful weekend - Is mta* Ul 
Love, your roomie 
PS   You've got the chance to be a aenous 
PurJdeV Pie — 00 FOR m  
BATMAN 
FRIDAY NIGHT WILL BE A MESS 
SATURDAY, HOWEVER, WILL BE THE BEST 
AML. ROBYN 
BGSU Merching tend 
Yoe sounded MAA-RVELOUS at Weetem 
WhM an awssome tobl 
 Lose, The Wag Oerp 
909 RANZAN... 
Happy Srthday" Now you're an old 
man tool Have a good one) 
I love ya lots'" 
Amy 
Brathaua 
Saturday "Happy Hours" 
Starts al 3 pm . Hoi dogs 50* 
Happy Birthday' II KNOW you told me II waa In 
Ian dayal) —Oonxhlca Forever— Love ya--? 
BRIAN AND OAVE, 
ON SATURDAY NIGHT YOU NEED TO GET A 
"CLUE". YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'LL 
HAVE TO DO WITH US AS YOUR DATES 
YOU'RE GUARANTEED A BLAST. AND WISH 
THAT THE FUN WILL ALWAYS LAST 
■ AMY AND LAURIE 
BRIAN MtLBURN- Cycle ride* at 3 n Via 
morning' Consider thie your only warning! Into 
the Western sunset wel make our way You. 
and me. land then Sade'l The DZ SHOOT OUT 
goes down tonight So sack with me. Ml be 
■•DYNAMITE' Love. 13 PfeX ELEPHANTS" 
BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA PHI: 
THE POTENTIAL WE POSSESS IS 
NOW. MORE THAN EVER BEFORE. SIMPLY 
LIMITLESS! WE HAVE OVERCOME SITUA- 
TIONS THAT WOULD HAVE MADE THE 
STRONGEST OF FOUNDATIONS TUMBLE 
WE HAVE THE MANPOWER. THE BROTHER- 
HOOD. AND THE ABaJTY TO CONVINCE 
ANYONE WHO DOUBTS THE FACT THAT PI 
KAPPA PHI IS SCON TO BE ONE OF THE 
MAJOR FRATERNAL POWERS AT B G S U t 
WORKING TOGETHER IS A MUST' ATTITUDE 
IS GOLDEN. APATHY IS DETRIMENTAL' 
BUFFO 
Thanks tor the good times last Thuraday. You 
guya are the arealeatlll Ws ton you, 
Maw, Dabble. A Kim 
CHARLEY GUIRAUD- 
ARE YA READY FOR A WILD TeVtE AT THE OZ 
WESTERN  WIND-N?  GET   PSYCHEO.   TO- 
NIGHTS THE NIGHT' 
LOVE YA BUNCHES. 
CARLA 
CLUB HOCKEY lei PRACTICE 
OCT. 14th, 1:55 p.m. - FULL EQUIPMENT 
Congratulations lo the new AXO Pledge Oaea 
Officers & espedaey to Erin Warren the new 
NMPC President' Woo-wee' You are M fust too 
awoeomol  
CONGRATULATIONS 
Amy Caruso - Mas BGSU Putiectly Chakman 
Km Kuhlman - Miss BGSU Treasurer 
Audry Heckmen - Mae BGSU Socal Chexman 
Wendy Kuake - Mka BGSU Judge. Chairman 
Your Phi Mu sellers are proud ol you  
Corvjratutatjons to Bob Cratg lor being ap- 
pointed Publicity Chairman tor the 1986 Lead- 
ership Conference Executive Board 
 From the '15 Fell Pledge Class 
Crmcjratutottona Stacey Cox on going acthral 
I knew you could do HI I'm so proud of my 
Grand Lrttlel 
Love, Jennifer 
Creto, Pete 9 John: 
Kappa Korrel will be a greet lime, but there 
will  bs  no  smoking  In the bam,  alerting 
tractors or rolling In the hey. Cen'l welt till 
Saturday. 
Lone. Sarah. Kim 9 Llss 
P.8. Also, no drinking, dancing, or rawing fun 
CratgStol. 
Another Kappa date party rust round the band 
It s Kappa Korral with your lavortte Kappa friend 
Bring your horse and saddle, and stirrups loo 
'Cause playing m the hay Is sfwsys tun with you! 
Love. 
Your Kappa cowgxl. 
Come 
"CUDDLE PUFF" 
{BOB EVERHART) 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
SIGNED 
YOUR TROUBLEMAKER 
DAVE, 
I'M 90 GLAD YOU WENT TO PAPA JOE'S 
INSTEAD OF WATCHING THE OUKESII GET 
PSYCHED FOR YOUR FIRST OF MANY DEE 
ZEE DATE PARTIES! LOVE. DONNA 
DAVID. THESE PAST FOUR WEEKS HAVE 
BEEN WONDERFUL.  DINNER, MUSIC AND 
ROSES! GET READY TO PARTY DZ STYLE 
TONIGHT AT WESTERN WIND-PI -SUSAN 
DEAR WATSON. 
ITS   QUITE   ELEMENTARY"   ALPHA   GAMS 
AND  SIGMA  CHIS  ARE  COMPUMETARYM 
"CLUELESS 'al"  
Debbk. Cugavic. 
Cnngtaliassure! on going active' Alpha Phi la 
lust aa lucky to have you aa an active aa I am to 
have you aa a big! Love ya! Li' Bath  
Debbie Mouse. 
Thie one's realy from me, but don't kfttva town. 
(Where would you go?) How "bout rtomeco- 
mav? Buy ya a BaUard it you go wrth ma. 
Luv ya. Eddie Bear  
DELTA ZETA 
WESTERN WIND-IN 
DELTA ZETA 
WESTERN WIND 
YEE HAIII  
OMNt 
WELL IT'S BEEN A WHOLE YEAR 
CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 
WAS IT THOSE QUARTERS 9 
PITCHERS OF BEER 
Ml WAS IT JUST FATE 
WELL, WHATEVER THE CA9E Cat 
GLAD IT HAPPENED 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY 
LOVE, AHOY 
Dknplee. 
What a way to spend a 3 day' 
Lei i renew our long-term leeee 
I Love You 
Green Eyee 
OOQZILLA DOUG - TO LOVE AND TO CHER 
tSH. HONOR AND OBEY, BUT JUST FOR 
TONKsHT. LETS PLAY IN THE HAYI I AM SO 
GLAD YOU AND I FOUND EACH OTHER 
BACK M CALCULUS AND YES, THE SOCKS 
ARE KEEPING MY FEET WARM! ONLY 84 
MORE DAYS UNTIL I BECOME YOUR WIFE 
SO FOR NOW AND ALWAYS. I GIVE YOU MY 
LOVE. 
YOUR LITTLE PUNIONHEAO 
I 
I 
HUnV* 
ANY LARGE  2 ITEM PIZZA 
$5.95 
we deliver     with coupon      352-3551 
I 
DUKE, DUMBO. DANNY 9 LUV, 
THE ALPHA GAM9 ARE EXCITED TO 9AY 
THAT OUR DATE PARTY'S JUST ONE DAY 
AWAY. 
LxajNKINO. DANCING 9 FINDftKI CLUES TOO 
ARE SOME OF THE TMNOS WAITING FOR 
YOUI 
WHEN WE GET OUR CLUES. WE CAN'T 9E 
9LOW 
CUZ YOUR ALPHA GAM DATES ARE READY 
TO 00 
GET  EXCITED FOR  LOTS OF  FUN,  OUR 
DATES ARE tl 
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA QAM DATES  
EO LEEDOM and JIM TAGLIA 
Congrats on pledging Alpha Sigma PN. We're 
glad you're  our   RtJee    Promise  not  to k9 
anymore Coalers, Jan? Mate and Ed  
Education Major. 
O.S.E.A. 
O.S.E.A. 
JoblUal 
Emma Morse - Happy 19th Birthday' Now you 
can go to "Joey's" and not wear your BGSU 
sweater*! Have a great weekend 
Loire ya. Ramona 
P.S. Maybe next year you'l gat a Camaro 
EVA. 
ANOTHER DATE PARTY) BY NOW WE'RE 
VETERANS! GET PSYCHED FOR THE BE9T 
ONE YET! LOVE. DONALD DUCK  
FFII Where are you? Apt   #7 
Ptoaaa bring me duster  
you 
ITOANKIE, 
U.C. THERE'S A BETA THAT I'VE 
9EEN MM9IN 
HE'S LOTS OF FUN AND JAMMN TOO 
I HOPE HE'S READY FOR SOME 
HUOOtN AND KISSIN 
CUZ ITS TUBE BUD — TO "GET A CLUEI" 
LOVE YOUI KAREN (RU9Y)  
FRANK MARCOTULLKJ 9 
You are the ai Man m my He Lets ahow OHIO 
Via PA way to party. I'm gtad you came. Love 
BWNlTELY Raphael  
From Thursday's paper, approxknetety 40.000 
parking tickets are given out each year. Keep 
watering tor more Tnvla Teasers!  
Gemma Phi's What do you get when you put 
run, dandng, crazy, wad. great, super, and 
extraordinary together? A tea with the Alpha 
Slgal Get reedy for tonight!  
OAYLE9LICKLE 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEETHEART, SORRY I 
CAN'T 9E WITH YOU ON YOUR B-OAY BUT 
I'LL BE THINKING ABOUT YOU WHILE I'M IN 
ILLINOIS. 
LOVE.THOM 
GREG A. JOHNSON 
GOOD LUCK AGAINST EASTERN MICHIGAN' 
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK PUNTING' THE 
CALIFORNIA BOWL IS NOW ONLY 6 WINS 
AWAY' SEE YOU AT THE GAME! 
ALL MY LOVE, JACOUal  
GREG HAEUPTLE - Onfy one more day tl our 
"roS In the hay" (What?' No buehee?!) See ya 
at the Korral! Yahoo lun fun!  
Hey Bonn Just ktrt the 10th Got a coa) one In 
my hand; care to Up a few...Ha! I'll blow you 
away Thanka for the tan — A neat "Ouy " 
Hy Deb! It's about time you fumed legal! Too 
bad you I never grow up Bui that's ok.. Tl 
never grow up either! Take It easy on your 
OrthcJeyl Carol a Ford  
HEYI - DEE ZEE CIMc! 
Hen a super happy dlny 21 at 
Than, nan a great Western time — LORI. 
Luv. YOUR 9RO STEVE  
Hey llllirl You're the beat roomiel Thanka 
tor e.erthlng, and don't worry...We'll make 
HI LoveHoeet  
Hey PI Kappa 
Howdy! Get reedy to "Whoop ri up" tonight 
at the Weetem Wlndln! Ye'all go gat your 
lassos snd let's catch some funl 
Love. Your DerUn' DZ Detea  
Hey you B.B. Potock 
You've made n to your 3rd decade of Me Hope 
we con make your 20th Birthday a great one1 
Lon you' NOT the Fal Boy  
HEY 10-10! PEEE WEE SAYS DONT BE A 
MR BUNGLE AND HAVE A HAPPY BIRTH- 
DAY! 
PI RHO LOVE AND OURS. 
11-11 and 12-12 
Brathaua 
Friday "Happy Houra" 
Starts at 3 p m.. Hoi doge 50* 
Honeybunch 
I'm ao glad you came to B.Q. 
Get psyched for tonight 
I Lon You! 
Babycekea  
tfa October and HeJtoween's around Via comer 
Warm up to Haaoween with 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Oct. 19. 9-1 North East Commons 
Adrnkuion 92 60. 4 brers tor 91 
Al the Plua you can eat 
Dominot Plm. WFAL. BO Beverage 
JEFF JOHN8TON- 
Weetem Wind-In wB be hare scon. 
Wel dance al night under the moon 
So put on your teens your boots and hat too. 
Cause Jeffrey I'm reedy to party with you! 
Lon, Martha Oumn 
Mat- 
el your car over heats at a red tight II goes 
paat 
Stada  
Jon Eric and John Eric. 
To OUT out-of-town dates — don't be Me. 
with Vie Kappa a that weekend, wel celebrate' 
Wal dance to Via beat with hoots on our feel 
In a bam hJ ol hoy — our sisters you'l meet 
At Kappa Korral, it's understood- 
With us aa your date, you most be "good"! 
Looking lorward lo a weekend done up right 
Dee and Bern 
Jon M t fMen S 9 Stan R • Eric 9 9 Jkn 9. 
Hay guya gel psyched the fun begins at 6:00 
Saturday night So bring your sstves over to our 
house and wel start the night out right With 
dandng and drinking in mind, we're gonna 
ahow you a reel good lima. Gat ready to Snd 
rhoae dues because with us you just wont 
e' 
Lon. your Alpha Gam Dotes 
Kappa KorraTs gonna be great 
Thta Saturday night, it's surely a date. 
We're gonna rol through the night 
You*n been eaaood, don't light 
I guess Ha mat fate 
So gat psyched dear metes 
Cause we surety can I wan' 
Sherd I Karen, you Kappa Korral detea 
KAPPA SK3S CUP. CARL 1 RICK- Like (hey 
say   its quarry not quantity that counta and 
you guya ware Via greateal! 
Lon your KAPPA ooaohoo Uaa 9 Lon  
The KD'a cen'l well to Mca-ofl the weekend 
wtth •» torught! See you al tlkiell 
Lon,theKPe 
KAREN CHRMEAN - "Halo, rjd you order a 
pan"? I want • and I want II NOW Oonuta M 4, 
aan the whales. I aatd the Chnatmaa tree man. 
rj-ape. and turtles in the night Irs been a crazy 
4 K years and I'm glad I had a special friend axe 
you to share those good times with Good luck 
with student leaching —you'l do greet' 
Lon. your Phi On) Sigma sis  
Keren, Joan, and Anne, 
Thanka tor auch a successful retreat! 
Lon. the ADPI Pledgee  
Karin. Km. and Rick 
Raspberry Coolers White Mountain Coolers 
See how yar? Cool Beana! 
Where'e Vie doormouae? Lets camb buarlngal 
Forever   twice 
       ' Jm and Tom 
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Kathryn MBer. 
ConjatulaVona on being elected aa Treasurer 
of NMPC 
Lon. your i^edge ajaaara ol Gamma Phi 
KIM9YFER: 
WHERE'E THE POTATO SALAD? WE CANT 
OO TO THE DATE PARTY UNTIL WE FIND IT1 
GET A CLUEI I LOVE YA 
HEW 
KKG Pledgee: Han a greet time et your 1 et 
Kappa Xorrell We ton you. 
■ CNa- 
We fuel want you to know how proud we are lo 
an had the BEST Mam et the Ctymplad 
Thanka for a GREAT time 
Lon. Your Kappa Coachee 
LESLIE. 
Thank you for M your Hme and effort devoted to 
our Greek Week production 
Lon. THE BETAS  
Levy. Thanka tor being there tor me. You am 
ma beat! Data Party la gong to be a Exeat' 
-Feeeby  
UBBEY - JUST WANTEO TO RETURN SOME 
LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING! YOU'VE BEEN 
A MAJOR FACTOR Pi MY UFE -1 HOPE OUR 
FUTURE IS AS WONDERFUL AS THE PAST 
AND PRESENT! A LITTLE LOVE B SOME- 
TIMES ENOUGH - A LOT OF LOVE tS 
ALWAYS ENOUGH! GOOSHIE, BUT LOVING 
-STEVEN  
LI JUDY McfNTIRE— You're a terrific ItVe and 
an even batter Mend' Lon Your Big. Uaa 
P.S.— Doee Clark know what he s In for? Poop! 
L»' Sueen Grimes 
Thenks for the talk last week! Get excited for 
our "pre-Weetem-WlnrMn Pertyl" 
OZ Ian and tots at mine, PatM  
Unda Freeman 
Juat wanted to let you know how gad I am the! 
you're my RUel Han a graM weekend, and 
(thai la for you Joe) "get psyched' tor Iota ol 
good times with TBS 
Lonya. K 
Uaa Dab 
Have a greet weekend! Saturday wB definitely 
be a rjoppermint schnapps night! Lon ya. Barb 
UnTodd, 
Congralulallons on being selected Beta Mu 
outstanding  senior by our alumnae!  Your 
hanl work and dedication Is greetly appre- ■ 
 Lon end APT, your KD Slefra 
Little GLARYI I'm so glad you're my little — 
Can't wilt tor all the fun limes aheedl 
I Lon Ya — Katy.        
Lovely carnottone $2 95/dozen Caah I Carry 
Floral Ortrxnala by Gregory Srolte 
 616 E Wooater Street  
MANNY- 
The peat 6 menthe hen been auch fun 
Picnics, perttes and the summer sun 
But what's to come In the next 6. you say? 
The hrjadaya. spring breek. and graduation day 
And after that, what's to loaow?? 
Juat you. ma and C-H-I-CA-G-Oi 
Stx down, how many more to go? 
I can't wall to find out Lon. Oenioe  
Marts CoMfnenra 
VMM I, 
you got it back 
and now you're losing It? 
Love-, the Roommate Roommasea  
MARKCOCHRAN 
GET PSYCHED FOR TC1NK3HT 
CAUSE ITS GONNA BE GREAT 
I KNOW WE WILL PARTY 
UNTIL ITS REAL LATE 
I HOPE YOU'RE EXCITED 
AS YOU WILL SEE 
THE WESTERN WIND-IN 
8 THE PLACE TO BE 
YOUR DZ DATE 
BECKY 
MARYBETH MUSSELMAN 
A apecU rnniyanaianno to you and MM 
Lucke on your CN O-Slg Alph kvateringl What 
a greet comtxnetton   Asm Congrats on being 
elected V P ol your pledge dees 
 Lon. Leeee 
You don't understand 
But we do!! 
Lon. the Roommate Roommana  
M>: 
I've had good workouts at the gym but I'm 
looking forward lo the 
-ULTMATE WORKOUT— 
KAPPA KORRAL 
Lon, Lara 
Mom and Dad 
Hen tun Vat weekend 
Lon. UncoH  
N.9.S.L.H.A Party! Al comnturxcabon dkwrder 
majors and their faculty are invited to party a! 
the Ctub Pool Monday. October 14 al 8:00- 
10:00 pm Refreshments Included ao bring e 
awknauil  
Ohio (Mate had better beware for the Atone 
Chl's will soon be there to sneer them what R 
I to be a perMer from 9uw9ny Green. 
4 MORE OAVE 
'TIL THE 
HQ CCLEBRATIOHI 
I ton my ADPI Bhjl 
I'm not an orphan enymorel 
Lon. Ul Amy 
PH0ELT9— 
Drllild aa termers tor a tea— 
Juat for the girls ol Alpha XI? 
We cen'l waH MB tonight!  
PM IXINANUE (ALIA9' MARTHA TOUR 
GUIDE, ALIAS MARTHA MASK INS). 
Whether II la e wake-up cal M 9:30 (What are 
you doing in bad?! Donahue la on T.V.). or 
nervous about meeting my parents (and they 
dbll even ahow up!) or worrying that I waen't 
getting enough to eet (reefy, one baked potato 
waa enough!). I'm tooUng forward to tonight! 
Glad you made the decktton. 
JJ. 
PWPSte- 
LOOKMG FORWARD TO ROCK.N' AROUND 
THE CLOCK WTTH YOU TONCTE 
LOVE. THE ALPHA PHI'S  
BrMhaua 
Friday "Happy Houra" 
Starts M 3 p.m.. Hot doge 60- 
P88TPSSTPSST 
wrrrrr 
 PSSTPSSTPSST  
PUD, 
Hope your birthday brings aa much happineea 
to you aa you have to me. 
PoKE. Dots  
ROB ODONNELL (You GORGEOUS hunk)- 
Thanka for al the GOOD Brnee thai you Ian 
given us" (They cut) hen been even bettor If 
you weren't -reedy taken!) We are REALLY 
gong to men you! Good kick w<h MurJent 
leeching and don't forget YOU LIGHT UP OUR 
UFEIII Lon. The PERVEI IBS  
SAEa 
Pr.Mu.ws looking forward to e fine me 
Be reedy to Parly, wal aae you at nine. 
     LOW. Via PN Mua 
20V50*. OFF Good selection 
Of Pal 9 Winter MarchanrJaa 
 Jeans N Thmge. 531 Ridge  
SARAH ANO SHEPM. 
Thanka for being auch EXCELLENT Kappa 
coaches lor the Ctympiad We had a greet ame 
M week Corxyatuteoone Sherd on your coach- 
ing award 9 uuryMutoaone Sarah on rrxsklng 
Crakj ao spirited 
Lon, THE BETAS  
9EX 
TUB WORLD-WIDE SORORITY l=NALLY IN- 
VADES CAMPUS SIGMA EPSfLON CM. 
LEAVES NO MAN UNTOUCHED. KEEP 
POSTED!  
9HELLIE 9RENTZEL 
Ccrxxarutetlone on becoming a Sigma Nu White 
Roee We are so happy tor you 
Lon. Ann-Marie I Steph  
SIGMA NU'S MIKE P AND DOUG-0 
CONGRATS ON YOUR ACTIVATION! 
HOPE YOU BOTH RECOVERED' 
BIG ANO ROOMIE. 
 JOHN 
STEVE RHODES 
DGKUneo   One week sway ENOUGH 9AIOI 
GetPayched 
Your Kldrxepper 
STUDENT OWMNLZATIONS DIRECTORY 
■eangover 120 regknered 
efcjdent ctuba, groups t organUatlona 
AVAILABLE NOW 
 In 406 Student Sarvtoaa  
SUE EBERHART—BETH VODER—LISA KING 
Gel peyched lor our first date party together es 
KAPPAS and took lorward to many more good 
drnee to come! (They must be doing sorrxtthing 
right m Iwanaflald!) Lon, Uaa M.  
Sue Lorerrtz and Doug Toman 
Aa coaches you two were a* I 
Thanka lor al the support, spall, and lun 
A apecku thenks to Doug. Jeff and Rick 
tor cooking us breakfast, tl waa great 
Lon, The Staters ol Phi Mu 
Teke e due m If. 
Sal Some Bra It hot 
Mon. Be speefwa. apecacel 
Wed. Tongue Twatter 
Today'aClue; what they say about BGSU atu- 
dontsonsFn   night   Stop In at Beekxi Bobbins 
and try to guess our secret flavor ol the day. 
SlarlumPtaia  
Terrl   Trcwertdoe   Thanka  tor  helping  »• 
survtn the Greek  Olympiad,  wa oeuldn'l 
hen done N without youl Great tobl 
Lon, your Kappa ol store  
THE BROTHERS OF ATO: 
THE 91X9 IS MISSINQ 
THE LKJHT IS GONE 
YOUR PORCH WILL RE DARK 
FROM DUSK UNTIL DAWN 
THEKir»UU»ERS 
The Brathera of Sigma Alpha Epelton would 
Hke to congralutele Mike Lucke end alary 
Seth Mussslmen on Ihak- recent SAErChK) 
krnanrtng. Phi Alpha, Lukee 9 Jan  
The gala ol KKBB-ME would axe to thank Vie 
guya of Trt-Fea-Thi for the Sunday paper and 
uaa of VaM-phone. 
P.S WB you marry me, Uncle Elmer? 
The SAE'a would lake to thank all of the Dee 
Oaea tor one of the beet Greek Weeks ever l 
"I anew wo should hen hit those button 
aaaes harder." But.  "WHATEVER." Thanka 
again, you guya an the graatesi. SAE'a and 
Dee Gee's II. 
Lon, the SAE'a 
The Stg Epe era looking fonnrd to a greet me 
wflh the Dee Gee's on Frtdey night  
Thata Chl's 9 PM Defts: What a Greet Week 
Mem. 2nd piece In the Greek Review, and Jrd 
passe oversk lor Greek Week. Thanks ear a 
super week! 
Loeo,9nKappae 
To at our SAE dates 
Jueah.  Guxfo.  Alex, Kevin, Kirk.  BB. Greg. 
Jerry, Geoff, Mike, and Tom 
- YA-LL" get ready for the Keppa Korral 
Gorma dance al night wffli that 
MARVELOUS gal! 
Jump on the wagon, we're gem' lor a ride, 
SrhTn' si the hay aide by aide. 
Kick up your heeds rJanctn' In Via hay, 
Cauee gotn' with a Kappa at Via only way. 
Meean' ya « Sundown, 
Your Kappa gala 
PS. ataital Uka 11 
TO ALL WICI MEMBERS THAT WORKED AT 
THE CAR WASH: SUPER JOB! THANKS FOR 
YOUR T»*E AND EFFORT' -EXEC STAFF 
To Eaaen the Swimmer, to Chrtaty who Bfkaa. 
and Annie the Runner ki tonrna or Nkaa. 
The Trianon torrxxrow wB be quite fun. 
Especkwy when Vie 3 of you place number 1! 
Three chaera tor three specks' Irlendal 
Lon, Coach  
To KM. Miriam. Keesy. Pag. 
Janice, Emma, and CynrJ: 
Gat ready party dogs for e weekend ol rowda- 
doua partxte! Plckerington w9 never be the 
a" 
Love. Lraa 
TOM- I TrtOUGHT THIS MIGHT MAKE YOUR 
DAY THANK YOU FOR BEING SO SPECIAL. I 
LOVE YOUI CHARLENE  
TOM LOWERY 
YOU ARE THE LOVE OF MY LIFE 
HAPPY FIRST YEAR ANNIVERSARY' 
XOXOXOX LORI 
Tommy D., 
Whatcha be dokv Saturday night? 
Wa be don' Kappa Koriaan' 
Get peyched lor the dats party end 
Taco Bel action 
Your Beta Ortve-Thru Customer 
TO MY UL CALIFORNIA BOY JIM. 
GET PSYCHED FOR THE DEE-ZEE WESTERN 
WIND IN. I CANT WATT TO ROLL M THE HAY 
WITH MY FAVORITE SAE 
I LOVE YOU! 
LILLY (TAMMY) 
To our F» dates Dean 1 Kan: 
Gel ready lor tomorrow night the four ol ua wl 
be quite a eight Wel bring the brew you bring 
me fun. remember ware allaying ta me party's 
el done! 
Pan. I Jen  
T OUR OSU MAN (CHUCK) and to our FLU 
(KELLY): Gat ready tor a wed night M the DZ 
WINtMN we're ready to PARTY! 
Lon your OZ datoa. Andrea 9 Crete  
TO 800n, STEVE, snd JOHN 
The data la the tweMi and wal aae you than 
Get your thinking caps on and 
me hunl wl begin 
Wel look for the apot where 
ma Alpha Gamma meal 
Wal han lun and party, the time wS be neat 
So eaten you brothers of P. Kappa Phi - The 
night wB be great - and that axil no te' 
 LOVE YOUR ALPHA OAMM DATES 
To Vie AWESOME AXO pasrjgaa: 
Whet a group of gxta 
You ai are reaPy great 
You must be ax* ol hearing VHa 
But wa think you are Aral rate' 
Lon. Cheryl 9 Kale 
TO THE 9ROTHERS OF PHI DELTA THETA. 
HAVE A 9AFE ANO 9UCCE99FUL RtOE TO 
TO THE GIRLS OF 999 E. MERRY 
Whoae turn at • to do the dkhee? Things ware 
rough a] Drat, but now everything lo great   I'm 
having a greet ame and I ion you M TONYA 
To the neweet rvke.es ol Alpha Delta PI 
Rhonda. Uaa. Sheryl. Dabby. Tracy. 
CongraaaWtona on going active' 
 We ton you all The Pledgee 
To Via Itoefrlrtppin' Alpha Cure— 
Let me show youths reel way to party- O S.U 
erytel Hare's to a graM tfmo (A K Keryn?) 
To the SAE Trlelhatoa Team: 
As the sun rteee. ao wl wo 
to coma cheer on our tevortle SAE'a. 
Matt wl be llrsl to start off the race 
Hal drve In the water and sat a vary teat pace 
Darren arl ride Na bke vary feat 
And erne, and laugh at al the 
compeelore ha'a peeaad 
Rob wl be me anchor on thie Melhelon learn 
Aa ha croeeee Via flrxeh In. the Chi O 
Lon. your CN O support teem. Nicole. Mary 
Beth, Sor» t Leeee     
TRSCU CAPRI ANO 9ETH WILLIAMS 
GET PSYCHED FOR KAPPA KORAL. CAN'T 
WAIT FOR 09 TO PARTY WTTH OUR DATE9I 
LOV^MAHYP.  
ensaaa« 
Keppa Korrsfe gonna be a raaea' rippei' wad 
night lo larnatabar I can't wall 
Lonya ma, Wheat!  
WILEY "WHAMMER" "WHAMS" OAKY 
FROM THE OANG 
GOOD LUCK AT THE GAME 
Wl the REAL Hal Director pis... stand? 
WhM happened to your prisoners can! you 
keep your women? David wl never be Vie 
eame alter vecaftonlng al the beech What 
about rhoae Yankeee I wonder about the* 
fane Revenge la ours 
Staff Oentoprnent Squad 
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL BOWUNQ ENTRIES 
DUE WED., OCT. 16 BY 4.00 P.M M M 
OFFICE AT 108 REC CENTER        
ZBTa: YOU AJNT SEEN NOTHM' Taj. YOU 
GO STRUTTIN' M YOUR BOXERS ANO TKS 
WfTH THE ALPHA DELTA PIS GET READY TO 
TE ONE ONE WITH THE ALPHA OELTSI 
SEE YOU TONIGHT! 
75 YEARS Of CARING 
BECOME PART OF THE TEAM 
OeaENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE M 499 9TUDENT SERVICES 
75 YEARS OF CARING 
7S YEARS OF CARING 
75 YEARS OF CAPANO 
LSAT ' MCAT ■ GMAT * ORE 
NTE • CPA REVIEW ■ NCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN EO CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419)636-3701 TOLEDO 
ACCC*«VTING 1 COMPUTER SCeNTtSTS 
Several Spring 1966 co-op rxxuttona 
■ lall afallll 
Cel me Co-op Office el 
372-2461 without deary or 
atop by Room 222 ol the Admin Bfdg 
MALE DANCER, wanng by the phone to haar 
from you. I want to dance tor your party. 
BVthday. or amaSgroup gathering Invite Mel 
For more kilo cal 372-1084 
Aa»snflan N.S.S.L.H.A. Member.! CANDY IS 
N: For pick up cal 364-8161 or 372-5241 
Cel and pick up today We han only 3H weak* 
to eaS. Intfce money lor your tnajor.  
TrtoBookatop 
We are here to serve youll 
•Dkacl Sato cornea1 GMAT •ORE' LSAT 
1062 N Mem 353-5877 
October Perm Sab) — 927 00 
Glemby Her Salon st 
Uhlman'e—352-5815 
J.T.'a PIZZA 1 CARRYOUT 
OPEN TH 3am Thin.. Frt., Sat 
 362-6476  
Sa> flower corsegaa for Homecoming 
Reesonetle pncee 
 Phone: 352-6070 
CM Cathy M 2-4885 and wish her a 
HAPPY lath URTHOAY 
WANTEO 
1   mare  roomnwai  for Spring  Semeeler.   1 
bedroom erjertment Cal 372 4268 
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE APART 
MENT NOW AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER 
CALL SANDY AT 353-2306 
1 or 2 rcommetn needed to share 2 bdrm . 
Ittbathe. Cherrywood Spa prNttooaa. Rant. 
9343IP lUUlBliaaaa tnouxe 707 Sixth SI 
Apt / 7 or Cel Rental Offca at 352-9378. ask 
for Mrs Vslentx>« 
al 352-4414. 
to eubteaM eaert- 
War Spring nmiln Cal alary 
1   OR  2   FEMALES   TO  SUBLEASE   APT 
SPRING   SEMESTER    ONE   BLOCK   FROM 
CAMPUS.   FURNISHED.   PAY   9140 FOR 2. 
9236 FOR 1 PLUS ELECTRIC 
CALL 362-3400 
HELP WANTEO 
Billing Green City Schoote Is accepting 
•ppHCaTfuOn • (Of tn# pOOfttOR Of 
aeeletant gymnaMK. coach 
InUr.sl.d appUcent. ahould eppfy to 
CO. Mayer.. Aeeletant Superientendenl 
140 S. Gran 91., lowling Green. OH 4J409] 
(419442-997S), no ketrer than 
17,1999 
Need li.ii.Jaeal, Doormen/Bartender Mr 
Boexigkte 893 S Mam Street, 352-9737. ask 
for Omar. 
FOR SALE 
1976 SUZUKI  GT500A MINT CONDITION. 
1300 MTLES. MUST SELL S800 674 2393 
1980 FIESTA, EC. ONLY 40 K MILES. RED. 
SUNROOF. NEW BRAKES. AM-FM STEREO. 
8-TRACK. ASKBMG S3250 823-3020 EVE- 
NaVOS. 
HutTa Deed Furniture   Rudolph   686-3251 
Open 6-8 Monday Friday  
For Sale '74 Mercury Montego New battery 
and 9raa. tar condRton. price rvsgottebto. cM 
666-1686. 
1961 Dataun 210. 66.000 rrxtee, 5 apd., 36 
mpg Excel cond. Must aal. Beet offer CM 
r 6 p.m. 424-3328 
1973 FORO THUNDERBRO COLLEGE CAR, 
RUNS FINE 9110. 372-8741 DAY, 362- 
11136 NkjHT, NEK.        
1978 VW RABBtT. NEW TIRES. BRAKES. 
ENOeVE COMPLETELY REBUILT. 91160 
CALL 372-6731 AFTER 6 p.m  
1974 Plymouth Fury kl From the eouth Under 
44,000 men No rue! 91000. 
Cat 364-6604 
1977 CAPRICE CLASSIC 
HAS EVERYTHING 
Rune rxaaVrMpendabtel work, tripe, home. etc. 
ONLY S960 (or offer) - CALL 364-6003 
13" Aluminum Sport Wheel. 966 tor the set of 
tour. 363-2706, PM.       
1974 Plymouth ataaon wagon 9200 or beet 
offer 2 ej eeeeon Waa. 926.00 each. Cat 
363-1609 
CHEVROLET DOOLEY 1M4 
LIGHT BLUE 9 GRAY 
CHEW CAM 99 
.WHEEL DRIVE 
FULLY LOADED 
1996706 
77 Audi 4 spaed - new Urea, exhaust AC 
stereo, lune up - 91800 or best offer - ctf 
362-4267. 
1974 Comet, good condition 
make any otter 
362-2322 evening 
•74 Ouatar New engine Neede work SISOor 
beet offer CM Jkn et 352 1960 
1972 Toyota Coroaa   4 speed   Very good 
oonrjaon. Cel 362-1180 after 6pm 
FOR SALE: 26" BLACK 9 WHITE. ZENITH. 
TV., ONLY 920 00' CALL 382-0601 
FOR RENT 
Sublease Apt lor Spring 
Ctoee to campus. RHgo St. al you pay • ges 
v
 Frrxn 1-4 people Cal 364-7171 
Two bedroom upper 
lurraahed Ctowntown 
362-5822 
1147 66/month 616 
Second atreel Cal 362-6620 tor kvkyrreWon 
MUST SUB LEASE BaMED BUCKY BUDGET 
#219, S62-1B20   PRICE NEGOT. CALL OR 
VfSfT AFTER 5.00 
